Nip's solar/quake thread
Part 3

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/11/2012 11:35 AM

Well our next CME probably began arriving a couple hours or so ago. About 13 utc. Happy
Daylight savings time to some of you. I forgot to set my clocks ahead last night. So I got an extra
hour of much needed sleep.
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] bz just starting to drop. Protons so far only a bit above 10. not
impressive but we will have to watch to see if it gets more impressive or not. The size of a CME
doesn't have much to do necessarily with the flare it may have originated from. spaceweather
suggests it will not be impressive, and they are often wrong. I did not look on stereo a or b with
this one that is coming in, so I don't have an opinion as to its potential size.
Ok I just went to stereo for that day, there are no ahead images during the time frame, the behind
images show a small CME.
Ozark
User ID: 9696387
United States
03/11/2012 10:02 PM

Nip, have you seen that there is almost an hour of missing seismic data in the us graphs for 910am this morning?
Also, I am unable to load up the usgs seismic pages.....
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/11/2012 10:14 PM
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Nip, have you seen that there is almost an hour of missing seismic data in the us graphs for 910am this morning?
Also, I am unable to load up the usgs seismic pages.....
Quoting: Ozark

the only seismic page I use on usgs is and it has worked all day for me. [link to
earthquake.usgs.gov] but others have complained here on glp so I don't know what is going on.
I don't know what graphs you mean???? What page are you referring to?
Ozark
User ID: 9696387
United States
03/11/2012 10:39 PM

the first set on todays date.
[link to folkworm.ceri.memphis.edu]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/11/2012 10:41 PM

the first set on todays date.
[link to folkworm.ceri.memphis.edu]
Quoting: Ozark
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oh that site for the madrid area. I have occasionally seen missing data on all of them in a certain
region and I don't know why. could be technical or cover up. Also the time changeover of time
today might be responsible perhaps, as UTC does not do daylight time?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/11/2012 10:49 PM

well I checked these and there is no "time adjustment" anyway on them. [link to
earthquake.usgs.gov]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/12/2012 10:06 AM

well the next cme arrived about 9 utc, and much bigger than the previous one. Protons going to
about 47+with a huge spike after 10 utc. maybe that has something to do with the leg pain that
woke me a bit early this morning.
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] there is missing data, during the spike, so who knows what that went
too. bz dropped out to about -20 visually here.
AE index on nict to about 1500 more than that here [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp] which is the
one I trust more. Don't know why the AE index on Nict has been so mucked the last couple days
with long periods of data seemingly removed after being there initially.
record on [link to umtof.umd.edu] (soho) matches pretty much with ace.
so far kp to 6. pretty nice storm. nice magnetic reconnection on the back side of earth, right down
to the nice red heart. [link to www2.nict.go.jp]
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/12/2012 02:09 PM

Re: Nip's solar/quake thread
and now after the protons the wind has come up to about 700. Pretty typical good sized cme,
ingress about 1700 on AE, I am hearing the wind increase. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12225802
United States
03/12/2012 02:29 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/14/2012 09:14 AM

well a little comment, which I can't remember if I put it into this thread or not,, Alaska has steadily
increase in quakes since the several years ago I began to watch it, probably 2004 or so. Back
then the 7 day average was running 125 or so. then it began to climb, running in the 200's and it
rarely drops under 300 now. And now as of a few weeks ago, I am seeing it go above 400, which
it did a week or more ago, and is again. Right now its 444 going over 400 again yesterday or day
before.
Its acting up offshore Japan today, with one quake just east of Tokyo that I assume may have
been noticed, it was 5.7. 6+ quakes further north on that fracture each of northern Honshu.
California is climbing again this morning, but count wise except there there are big clusters there, I
think they remain sort of the same range over many years.
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Magnetosphere quiet this morning. bz has been almost continuously negative for the last 24
hours, actually for the last 48.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/14/2012 09:33 AM

regards quake comments above, also USGS used to put all quakes 4+ in bold black. AND listed
them on there 4+ map, [link to earthquake.usgs.gov] not only the 4.5 + are on that map.
Considering this change, there would be abut 33 more quakes on that than show right now. 242 is
the count right now, it would be 275. so goes the deception. But several years ago, getting to be
more than several now, the weekly total was around 125 most of the time there. steadily climbing
has been going on.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/15/2012 02:10 PM

well the next cme arrived with quite a wind gust, so much so I wonder if its the big coronal hole
with it. have to observe longer. NICT is not loading, and often had deleted data lately,, so I don't
know what's going on with it. wind jumped to 800 range, now about 750. Protons only slightly up
and nearly back to 1 to 3 range. [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
covered here too [link to umtof.umd.edu] not much density on ACE data page, [link to
www.swpc.noaa.gov]
SOHO may have picked up more density, because its not always matched up with ACE satellite
and it depends where in their respective halo orbits they are what is detected.
This is making Huge Ingress though, lookie here. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
and looky here on haarp too. [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu] This may hurt a bit, and I suddenly
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didn't feel so good about an hour after I got up and went back to bed a bit, and was wondering if
the cme came in. I just remembered to check, which is why I am posting here.
[link to www.n3kl.org] the goes magnetometer took a dive and I see we got another m flare a bit
ago.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/18/2012 12:32 PM

[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] I am still interested in the why of the electron flux decrease just about
every day for a couple weeks or more, that occurs around 0 utc.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/18/2012 10:54 PM

[link to www.ndbc.noaa.gov] buoy off of Washington state is in motion signicantly for a couple
days. variance up to 30 meters up or down. this happened once before, in the same area, not
sure if the same buoy and nothing big happened, but pointing it out anyway.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12385969
United States
03/18/2012 11:52 PM
[link to www.ndbc.noaa.gov] buoy off of Washington state is in motion signicantly for a couple
days. variance up to 30 meters up or down. this happened once before, in the same area, not
sure if the same buoy and nothing big happened, but pointing it out anyway.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I live high in the hills of southwestern WA. My parents just bought a house ON THE BEACH in SW
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WA. I will keep this page bookmarked! Thanks, NIP!
xoxo to CM, Esu, the Crew and everybody else at AH!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/19/2012 12:05 AM

[link to www.ndbc.noaa.gov] buoy off of Washington state is in motion signicantly for a couple
days. variance up to 30 meters up or down. this happened once before, in the same area, not
sure if the same buoy and nothing big happened, but pointing it out anyway.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I live high in the hills of southwestern WA. My parents just bought a house ON THE BEACH in SW
WA. I will keep this page bookmarked! Thanks, NIP!
xoxo to CM, Esu, the Crew and everybody else at AH!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12385969

well nothing may happen, but when living in such an area, who should be aware and prepared..
this would indicate something under there is moving the water anyway in cycles.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/19/2012 01:57 PM

that buoy is still active, a double drop around 8+ utc today, up to about 30 meters.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
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United States
03/20/2012 04:53 PM

[link to www.ndbc.noaa.gov] that buoy NW off shore Seattle is still going. before the dips and rises
of 30 meters were alternating, today, its all 30 meter dips, and I don't know if this is worrisome or
not.
I wondered once if maybe the sensors were off on this one, because other buoys in event mode
don't move that much, not even the one off western Mexico today that might be related to the
quake.
But off or not, this has been going on for days now and the CHANGE of it dropping out concerns
me, but I admit I don't know much on such stuff.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/21/2012 09:18 AM

by the way, yesterday was not the first day of spring, we hit equinox nearly 2 weeks ago. sun is
well north of where it should be if yesterday was equinox. I think this spring equinox location of the
sun is a bit north of what it was in fall equinox, indicating perhaps a bit of axis shifting again.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/23/2012 05:23 PM
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usgs leaving off quakes again. I am not going to copy and paste. but here are some briefly.
Central Mongolia, 5, eastern turkey 4.5 mariana islands 5.2 SOUTHERN XINJIANG, CHINA, 4.1
Vanuatu region, 5.7 NW Russia 4.5 western turkey 4.1 western/central med. sea 4.3 MW Iran 4 S.
Iran 4 Poland 4.4
Ozark
User ID: 9696387
United States
03/23/2012 10:05 PM

Thanks Nip! Usgs seismo's have been down also during all the latest missing data period.
Have you recovered enough to do another voice chat? Thanks for all of your time and energy
investment! Was great to hear your voice and other glper's voices!

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/23/2012 10:10 PM
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Quoting: Ozark

I can't do one because of other plans until April.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/24/2012 09:41 AM

next thurday/Friday western australia time there will be another radio show. We did the pre cast
last evening. He had intended one for this week, but this teaching schedule got in the way. This
one is longer than the first one, taking pretty much the whole 2 hours. Linky will be posted on my
front site and he will also start a thread here during the broadcast.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 2522805
United States
03/24/2012 02:12 PM
next thurday/Friday western australia time there will be another radio show. We did the pre cast
last evening. He had intended one for this week, but this teaching schedule got in the way. This
one is longer than the first one, taking pretty much the whole 2 hours. Linky will be posted on my
front site and he will also start a thread here during the broadcast.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/25/2012 07:04 PM
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[link to earthquake.usgs.gov] 7.2 or so appearing to be ON LAND in Chili. generally an increase in
quakes today. Quite a few missing quakes too. They love leaving the ones in Russia and the
oceans off the list. Not making a list today. Reminder, I have a special project and will not have
much time to post for several days, if you who read this thread wish to keep it updated, feel free. I
do like to have a history even for myself which is why I made it. Sun has been mostly quiet as far
as I know, haven't checked today much.
MESSAGE TO HUMANITY From I AM, Source, The FATHER
[link to www.youtube.com]
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 11038369
United States
03/27/2012 12:11 PM

Re: Nip's solar/quake thread
well we have a CME over my night! Medium storm, is making ingress.
-------------------------------------------------The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and strive
to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing on
Jesus does not cut the mustard.

A List of PROFOUND MESSAGES thru AH Telepaths.
I AM the Way, the Truth and the Life. Christ Michael Thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to
abundanthope.net]
Message to Humanity PaPa Source thru KiboDabi [link to abundanthope.net]
This is the Time of the Resurrection AA Michael thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com]
For Ye Lighted Ones in Knowing from Source (I) thru KiboDabi [link to abundanthope.net]
The New Religion, Father Source thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to abundanthope.net]
No Other Planet Has Walked Personally with Christ Michael as YOU shall DO
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[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
-----------------------------------------------Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12385969
United States
03/27/2012 12:49 PM
[link to www.ndbc.noaa.gov] buoy off of Washington state is in motion signicantly for a couple
days. variance up to 30 meters up or down. this happened once before, in the same area, not
sure if the same buoy and nothing big happened, but pointing it out anyway.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I live high in the hills of southwestern WA. My parents just bought a house ON THE BEACH in SW
WA. I will keep this page bookmarked! Thanks, NIP!
xoxo to CM, Esu, the Crew and everybody else at AH!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12385969

well nothing may happen, but when living in such an area, who should be aware and prepared..
this would indicate something under there is moving the water anyway in cycles.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

yes...followed AH's directions to prepare...food, water, supplies, plan... not moving... a few
friends and I are the "ground crew" here, we feel.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 11038369
United States
03/27/2012 01:49 PM

as to the buoy off Seattle, it stopped for a couple days and now back going for a couple of days,
and most of it is DROP offs, and to me that is worrisome, but again, 20 meter+ stuff, maybe mean
it is mis measuring.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
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User ID: 11038369
United States
03/27/2012 08:34 PM

well this CME is still coming in. getting to medium large now, long duration.
Plane
User ID: 12994817
Norway
03/27/2012 08:44 PM
well this CME is still coming in. getting to medium large now, long duration.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

can i see the link to realtime data?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 11038369
United States
03/27/2012 09:24 PM

well this CME is still coming in. getting to medium large now, long duration.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

can i see the link to realtime data?
Quoting: Plane

[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] click in the left menu on 1 to 5 minutes lists for the actual data.
Please book mark this stuff. the method of this coming in is typical of a CME. I think maybe we
were expecting a tiny coronal hole too, but I have a project going on and have not kept up.
[link to www2.nict.go.jp] for pretty graphs and images. The AE index in the middle right, is
instruments on satellites in geosynchronous orbit, and thus show how much INGRESS has
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occurred.

current figures at any time here. click on dial. [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
Please book mark these. I have others but I am not on my computer to find them tonight. I do
have quite a few links in my first few posts on this thread.
Plane
User ID: 12994817
Norway
03/27/2012 09:30 PM
thank you!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 12902267
United States
04/01/2012 10:48 PM

[link to www.ndbc.noaa.gov] this buoy off shore Seattle took a break for a couple days and now
has been going for days again and showing more and more disturbance. I would be watching
anybody long there. Also there were booms near San Francisco a couple days ago and I can't
remember if I posted that here, but one lady had all her 5 foot tall artichoke plants fall over on their
sides and ground rose by 4 inches in her back yard.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 12902267
United States
04/02/2012 03:37 PM

[link to www.ndbc.noaa.gov] on that buoy, click on details, the dips are getting way more frequent.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
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User ID: 12902267
United States
04/04/2012 04:49 PM

well the small cme that was expected today arrived and so far, Its small! [link to wdc.kugi.kyotou.ac.jp]
I wish nict would start up again.
[link to www.n3kl.org] of interest still is this consistant daily dip in the electron flux, was around 0
utc now a bit after each day. I have no idea on why.

and the buoy off Seattle keeps doing its thing. I assume the red 15 sec events are rogue waves,
but I really don't know for sure.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 2522805
United States
04/04/2012 04:53 PM

[link to www.ndbc.noaa.gov] on that buoy, click on details, the dips are getting way more frequent.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Boy, this thing is sure moving.
[link to www.ndbc.noaa.gov]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/04/2012 10:51 PM
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Copy pasting from another thread. book mark these. I found them quite accidently.

This and the ncit magnetosphere simulation offline indefinitely looks like some kind of conspiracy
to me.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 13815223

Live Internet Seismic Server has also been offline for weeks.
[link to aslwww.cr.usgs.gov]
Worth keeping an eye on the pattern of these shutdowns, imho.
.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6896871

No its not, let me find the new links, it moved. I found it accidently a few days ago brb.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

ok new links bookmark them. [link to earthquake.usgs.gov] for global
[link to earthquake.usgs.gov] US of A
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 08:52 AM

Well, this morning another CME has come in, more intense than the small one yesterday. Nict is
still down. But there is plenty of evidence.
haarp: [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu] the tiny bump there on the magnetometer is from
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yesterday's little hit, which didn't make so much ingress. Today, BIG difference.
AE index: [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp] good sized spike of energy came in. click "last day to
compare to the little one yesterday. I remind readers that the data on the AE index is collected
from geostationary satellites which are much closer to earth than ACE and SOHO. So this shows
how much is coming in with the negative bz.
[link to umtof.umd.edu] neading the rest of the data but still showing both.
[link to www.n3kl.org] kp currently is 4.
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] this 3 day tracing from ACE clearly shows both of them.
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] last 24 hours
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 02:48 PM

[link to ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov] in the absense of nict, I use this. BATS R US it is indication that the
magnetosphere is all rolled up at 1900 Utc. if you miss it, the red threads are wrapped around
earth on it, you can use the link at the bottom of the page to look at past images.
If Nict was running, we would have people starting, "oh my god , I never saw this before" the world
is collapsing threads here today.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 08:03 PM

I guess these folks on spaceweather can't function without Nict being up. This is the report I
just found AURORA WATCH: A CME expected to reach Earth on April 4th is overdue. The cloud
might have missed or maybe it's running late. Mindful of a possible impact, NOAA forecasters
estimate a 15% chance of polar geomagnetic storms on April 5th. Aurora alerts: text, phone.
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After we got a K4 and two storms, a small one and one a bit larger, see my linkies above.
AND HERE IT IS with a strong magnetic reconnection on the back side of the earth today [link to
iswa.gsfc.nasa.gov:8080] the hit and magnetic reconnection were between 8 and 9 utc, which you
can see also here, on the AE index. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]

same time frame on haarp magnetometer [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
[link to umtof.umd.edu] shows here now too 8 to12 ish utc on SOHO and some more spikes of
protons later, not sure cause.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 11:00 PM

[link to spaceweather.com] proof that the light in the west is NOT VENUS beloveds. This is a
plasma light ship, it is no planet.
OK, when I read about it, says was taken 40 years ago. OK, have a look now at a current image
also found on space weather. [link to spaceweather.com]
This is not a planet people! lovely image with pleiades.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/06/2012 08:49 AM

Ok I uploaded the fresh pic of pleiades and star ship Venus last night.
:Venus and 7 sist: This is not a planet you are looking at in your western sky. This is a plasma
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light ship.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/07/2012 10:22 AM

small cme awhile ago. starting after 0utc

[link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
[link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
[link to umtof.umd.edu]
[link to www.n3kl.org]
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/10/2012 04:05 PM

sun quiet.

yesterday fleet rocked the earth, or better said adjusted it. (monday) Equinox was very early and
also a bit north of equinox last sept. the sun is moving very fast north, so the tilt was changed, and
this morning the sun came up quite a bit south of where it rose Saturday. I wasn't up during rise
on Easter. This stuff always makes me suddenly ill, I mean suddenly. Massive headache, nausea
and some vertigo, just boom.
This was not a "gentle" event.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
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United States
04/11/2012 09:52 AM

well, after the adjustment on Monday of the axis and tilt, we apparently have some earth
movement. I woke the big quakes on CNN. I went to elQ's thread first here where someone
mentioned rsoe and a rogue wave off new zealand and the buoys show 150 meters of movement
of southern new zealand. at this time the other 12 buoys are moving only a little bit.
This is a rather large area of involvement, I am a bit concerned.
This cluster of quakes in the region are not on any known or at least marked faultlines which is
interesting.
usgs is leaving off a bunch of quakes again, I may list them, maybe not.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/11/2012 12:05 PM

we also got a cme starting around 3 utc [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
this did not generate much negative bz though. protons got up to about 20 on average, with a few
higher bursts, in one case to 60+
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/11/2012 05:30 PM
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usgs leaving off a whole bunch of bay of Bengal quakes today, some over 6+ . This is far more
widespread that it looks. I may or may not make a list.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/11/2012 06:32 PM

Ok Bay of Bengal quakes left off, which are considerably north of the area hit by the 8+s Then a
list of lots of others left off USGS. There are also quakes in the wide region of the 8's that are not
covered but I have no patience left to list those, too much back and forth. But there is coverup
here. This was quite a BROAD area hit, which is not on fault lines given as public anyway.
[link to www.emsc-csem.org] and there are quakes on RSOE not on csem. too much effort to
chase them.

Bay of Bengal first. Which is up closer to the southern asian continent.
23:57 utc 15.25 N 84.81 E 33km mb 5.2 BAY OF BENGAL

22:52 utc 10.85 N 82.95 E 33km mb 5.1 BAY OF BENGAL
19:05 utc 16.89 N 86.62 E 10km mb 5.5 BAY OF BENGAL

14:06 utc 11.85 N 85.51 E 10km mb 5.3 BAY OF BENGAL
13:59 utc12.74 N 89.05 E 19km mb 5.2 BAY OF BENGAL
11:53 utc 15.87 N 89.14 E 10km mb [b]6.3 BAY OF BENGAL
11:54 utc N 87.63 E 15 mb 6.3 BAY OF BENGAL Not sure if this same quake as the one above.
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10:37 utc 7.29 N 86.05 E 10 mb 5.9 BAY OF BENGAL
10:01 utc 8.49 N 86.76 E 25 mb 4.4 BAY OF BENGAL
9:52 utc 6.36 N 88.02 E 25 mb 4.4 BAY OF BENGAL
9:29 utc 19.98 N 89.00 E 25 mb 5.1 BAY OF BENGAL
9:28 utc 8.37 N 87.66 E 227 mb 6.2 BAY OF BENGAL

****************************

23:33 utc 26.83 N 167.15 E 10km M 5.9 NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN
22:54 utc 12.85 N 105.26 W 25km mb 5.3 NORTHERN EAST PACIFIC RISE
22:43 utc 58.70 N 109.76 W 25km mb 4.3 SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA
22;43 utc 58.91 N 131.04 W 10km mb 5.2 BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
22:36 utc 17.04 N 96.41 E 33km mb 5.1 MYANMAR
22:08 utc 37.12 N 13.83 W 10km mb 4.4 M AZORES-CAPE ST. VINCENT RIDGE
20:29 utc 39.66 N 141.98 E 40km mb 4.8 EASTERN HONSHU, JAPAN
17:23 utc 57.12 N 62.90 E 25 mb 3.8 URAL MOUNTAINS REGION, RUSSIA (while under 4, I
think important)
14:48 utc 23.33 N 61.83 E 33km mb 5.3 OFF COAST OF PAKISTAN
14:11 utc 19.74 N 75.73 E 10km mb 5.5 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
14:03 utc 29.38 N 54.63 E 33km mb 5.1 SOUTHERN IRAN
13:26 Utc 61.77 N 37.96 E 10km mb 4.8 NORTHWESTERN RUSSIA
13:18 utc 37.66 N 83.85 E 2km ML 4.1 SOUTHERN XINJIANG, CHINA
13:18 utc 26.27 N 134.63 E 10km mb 5.4 WEST OF BONIN ISLANDS
12:01 utc 61.11 N 48.37 E 25km mb 4.7 NORTHWESTERN RUSSIA
10:55 utc 45.41 N 10.03 E 10km ML 4.6 NORTHERN ITALY
10:39 utc 20.30 N 76.40 E 33km mb 5.4 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

11:53 utc 29.85 N 140.51 E 25 mb 5.2 IZU ISLANDS, JAPAN REGION
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9:58 utc 40.74 N 22.68 E 5 ML 5.6 GREECE
9:09 utc 52.22 N 94.34 E 10km mb 6.2 SOUTHWESTERN SIBERIA, RUSSIA
8:37 utc 3.02 N 109.51 E 15 mb 7.2 SOUTH CHINA SEA
6:00 utc 39.77 N 75.20 E 1 mb 4.5 SOUTHERN XINJIANG, CHINA
5:16 Utc 51.70 N 96.08 E 10 mb 4.1 SOUTHWESTERN SIBERIA, RUSSIA
3:13 utc 51.49 N 95.78 E 10 mb 4.5 SOUTHWESTERN SIBERIA, RUSSIA
3:06 utc 51.69 N 96.07 E 10 mb 4.3 SOUTHWESTERN SIBERIA, RUSSIA

***********************
Quakes related to the 8+ area NOT reported. I added these when I was re checking material
above. IT IS NOT COMPLETE there were more before those times.
23:56 utc 1.93 N 89.51 E 10km M 5.7 A NORTH INDIAN OCEAN Various reports between 4.2
and 6.1.
19:14 utc 1.19 N 92.29 E 10km G mb 4.9 OFF W COAST OF NORTHERN SUMATRA
19:13 utc 4.23 S 98.24 E 10km mb 4.6 SOUTHWEST OF SUMATRA, INDONESIA
18:32 utc 2.40 N 94.17 E 10km M 4.7 OFF W COAST OF NORTHERN SUMATRA
18:15 utc 1.80 N 94.09 E 10km M 4.9 OFF W COAST OF NORTHERN SUMATRA
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 971446
United States
04/11/2012 06:38 PM
Interesting timing for the Indonesian EQ given old man Pluto has gone retrograde today.
Perhaps noteworthy, perhaps not, but there you have it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/11/2012 06:41 PM
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Interesting timing for the Indonesian EQ given old man Pluto has gone retrograde today.
Perhaps noteworthy, perhaps not, but there you have it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 971446

Nope, pluto is too far away. See my post a few above about the axis and tilt of earth being
adjusted on Monday. I FELT that and proved it Tuesday morning to myself.
SandBox Soldier
User ID: 11235712
United States
04/11/2012 06:51 PM
Breaking 5.9 Oregon
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/11/2012 08:07 PM

Breaking 5.9 Oregon
Quoting: SandBox Soldier 11235712

There was a 3.9 off California when I laid down for a nap and its gone. It was just above where the
SA fault line enters California.
apparently earlier today that was a large quake in the Hudson bay removed too.
The quake off Oregon measured as much as 7+ on some drums.
I maybe update the post of above, more MISSING stuff.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/11/2012 09:44 PM

[link to www.youtube.com] I was just made aware of this RECENT, ( has the full moon in it) you
tube, off Oregon and now a 5.9 quake off oregon today! NOT recent, from February
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/11/2012 11:22 PM

Ok a list for today, thu april 12. I see there were 2 large quakes in the gulf of california while I
slept. body is quieter today so maybe there is a rest break coming. While not large, Sicily and italy
are getting a lot of quakes the last couple days up into the 3 range. [link to www.emsc-csem.org]
22:28 utc 53.27 N 153.93 E 480mb mb 4.0 SEA OF OKHOTSK
20:45 utc 73.84 N 6.25 E 5km mb 4.1 GREENLAND SEA
20:32 utc 67.03 N 14.90 E 246km mb 3.9 NORTHERN NORWAY (added because I found it
interesting'
20:31 utc 73.84 N 6.77 E 10km M 4.4 GREENLAND SEA
20:27utc 27.68 N 48.56 E 33km mb 4.5 EASTERN SAUDI ARABIA
20:22 utc 10.67 N 93.46 E 10km mb 4.8 ANDAMAN ISLANDS, INDIA REGION
20:21 utc 10.67 N 93.46 E 10km mb 4.8 ANDAMAN ISLANDS, INDIA REGION
19:41 utc 35.91 N 4.64 W 82km ML 4.1 STRAIT OF GIBRALTAR
19:26 utc 10.43 N 94.16 E 10km mb 4.8 ANDAMAN ISLANDS, INDIA REGION
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15:01 utc 37.16 N 54.47 E 7 ML 4.0 NORTHERN IRAN
11:20 utc 44.70 N 135.51 E 10km mb 5.1 PRIMOR'YE, RUSSIA
9:32 utc 38.67 N 43.08 E 21km ML 4.0 EASTERN TURKEY
9:25 utc 29.27 N 15.22 W 33km mb 4.2 CANARY ISLANDS, SPAIN REGION
7;33 utc 51.34 N 19.17 E 10km mb 4.2 POLAND
7:29 utc 40.99 N 45.38 E 10km mb 5.4 ARMENIA
7:22utc 77.72 N 16.95 W 10km mb 5.1 GREENLAND SEA
7:05 utc 23.19 N 118.26 W 25km mb 4.9 EAST CENTRAL PACIFIC OCEAN
4:40 utc 2.91 N 92.04 E 10km M 4.7 OFF W COAST OF NORTHERN SUMATRA
00:01 utc 0.31 N 92.17 E 2km mb5.1 OFF W COAST OF NORTHERN SUMATRA
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/12/2012 04:05 PM

the coronal hole as arrived. wind upward to 600, starting to decrease. so far bz drops to about -10
AE index so far to about 1200 at peak. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
04/13/2012 11:37 AM

Thanks Nip! Usgs seismo's have been down also during all the latest missing data period.
Have you recovered enough to do another voice chat? Thanks for all of your time and energy
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investment! Was great to hear your voice and other glper's voices!

Quoting: Ozark

I can't do one because of other plans until April.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

So, now maybe soon?

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/13/2012 12:01 PM

Thanks Nip! Usgs seismo's have been down also during all the latest missing data period.
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Have you recovered enough to do another voice chat? Thanks for all of your time and energy
investment! Was great to hear your voice and other glper's voices!

Quoting: Ozark

I can't do one because of other plans until April.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

So, now maybe soon?

Quoting: DOK

not in the mood yet. Maybe me and ron will do one together and keep it on the sad condition of
money et al, rather than star fleet etc sort of stuff.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/14/2012 10:23 AM
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well lets keep a list maybe today again. I didn't yesterday, but there were quite a few unmentioned
quakes. body is maybe suggesting there is another biggy coming sometime anyway. headache
etc. [link to www.emsc-csem.org]
22:22 utc 49.94 N 31.64 E 10km mb 5.5 UKRAINE
22:06 utc 7.62 N 159.06 E 15km mb 6.7 STATE OF POHNPEI, MICRONESIA
20:16 utc 27.57 N 28.80 E 10km mb 5.0 EGYPT
19:35 utc 23.83 N 67.65 E 10km mb 4.9 PAKISTAN
19:32 utc 6.90 N 83.77 E 33km mb 5.0 BAY OF BENGAL
19:31 utc 6.83 S 105.37 E 33km mb 5.3 SUNDA STRAIT, INDONESIA
19:28 utc 16.15 N 96.01 E 10km mb 5.6 NEAR SOUTH COAST OF MYANMAR
19:27 utc 0.35 N 102.37 E 1km mb 5.6 NORTHERN SUMATRA, INDONESIA
16:09 utc 54.36 N 160.59 E 100km mb 4.1 NEAR EAST COAST OF KAMCHATKA
15:30 utc 51.49 N 16.07 E 10km M 4.1 POLAND
15:22 utc 8.22 N 90.76 E 25km mb 5.0 NICOBAR ISLANDS, INDIA REGION (showing to 5.5 on
some drums)
15:20 utc 8.36 S 29.79 E 10km mb 6.4 SOUTH ATLANTIC OCEAN
15:12 utc 46.12 N 157.60 E 32km mb 6.3 EAST OF KURIL ISLANDS

12:39 utc 30.00 N 130.47 E 40km mb 4.8 RYUKYU ISLANDS, JAPAN
12:24 utc 38.29 N 46.25 E 33km mb 4.8 NORTHWESTERN IRAN
12:20 utc 25.23 N 82.89 E 10km mb 5.0 UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
11:21 utc 42.22 N 22.24 W 10km mb 4.3 AZORES ISLANDS REGION
11:03 utc 24.91 S 1.28 E 10km mb 5.1 SOUTH ATLANTIC OCEAN
10:57 utc 52.54 S 30.23 E 10km mb 5.8 SOUTH OF AFRICA
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10:55 utc .08 S 83.37 W 25km mb 4.9 ANTARCTICA
10:51 utc 37.20 N 141.33 E 20km mb 4.9 NEAR EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JAPAN
6:59 utc 43.59 N 147.82 E 60km mb 4.0 KURIL ISLANDS
2:17 utc 1.50 N 91.37 E 10 mb 4.5 NORTH INDIAN OCEAN

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/14/2012 08:55 PM

Ok, in addition to my collection right above of quakes not posted to usgs this utc day of April 14,
comes a screen shot of 4 in canada that were subsequently removed from another site. Thread:
What's happening in NORTHERN CANADA? 4 QUAKES JUST NOW!!!!!! Update - They vanished
(Page 7)

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14153919
Canada
04/15/2012 12:42 PM
Ok, in addition to my collection right above of quakes not posted to usgs this utc day of April 14,
comes a screen shot of 4 in canada that were subsequently removed from another site. Thread:
What's happening in NORTHERN CANADA? 4 QUAKES JUST NOW!!!!!! Update - They vanished
(Page 7)
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

THIS THREAD IS VERY IMPORTANT
the day before these 4 quakes appeared, 2 5 mags occured in hudsons bay that were then
removed.
Please check out that thread, and especially the last pages where the reply from the websites
staff replies.
Concerning.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14385031
United States
04/16/2012 12:39 PM
from ANF QUAKE IN QUEBEC59.5562
Longitude -75.2500
Magnitude 4.9 mb
Depth 15 km
UTC Time 16:19:58 UTC Monday April 16th, 2012
Location Northern Quebec, Canada, Eastern North America
Author teleMb
Quake in Alberta today has disappeared.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/16/2012 01:30 PM

yes i saw the above. Haven't checked back on the site but I presume removed. Todays list of
unreported quakes for UTC april 16
I sense this will be a big day but I have been wrong. Wave is growing more intense, spent the
night vibrating and also was my house.
there is large increase in "normal" numbers of quakes around greece and turkey. the number of
quakes on emsc is about double the last 24 hours, of the smaller stuff. [link to www.emsccsem.org]
23:53 utc 36.46 S 78.76 E 10km M 4.8 A MID-INDIAN RIDGE
23:47 utc 34.95 N 6.72 E 10kmmb 4.4
NORTHERN ALGERIA
23:35 utc 28.78 N 14.80 E 10km mb 4.5 LIBYA

20:22 utc 27.86 N 160.93 E 15km mb 5.3 NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN
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20:16 utc 18.30 S 169.00 E 105km mb 4.8 VANUATU
18:01 utc 2.50 S 122.01 E 40km mb 5.2 SULAWESI, INDONESIA
17:04 utc 51.48 N 96.21 E 10km mb 4.2 SOUTHWESTERN SIBERIA, RUSSIA
17:02 utc 55.08 N 165.25 E 10km mb 4.6 KOMANDORSKIYE OSTROVA REGION
15:07 utc 36.83 N 21.63 E 30km mb 4.7 SOUTHERN GREECE
15:04 utc 24.07 N 21.26 E 1km mb 5.1 LIBYA
12:19 utc 39.15 N 29.15 E 5km ML 4.0 WESTERN TURKEY
11:59 utc 24.28 N 20.36 E 1km mb 4.8 LIBYA
9:55 utc 39.33 N 40.72 E 486km mb 4.0 EASTERN TURKEY
9:53 utc 64.68 N 83.94 E 5km mb 5.3 NORTHWESTERN SIBERIA, RUSSIA
8:40 utc 36.70 N 23.27 E 10km mb 4.4 SOUTHERN GREECE
5:48 utc 24.16 S 179.83 W 505km mb 4.7 SOUTH OF FIJI ISLANDS
4:22 utc 37.56 N 57.09 E 8km ML 4.0 NORTHEASTERN IRAN
3:22 utc 20.52 S 173.36 E 10km M 4.5 VANUATU REGION
2:18 utc 54.37 N 95.09 E 10km mb 4.4 SOUTHWESTERN SIBERIA, RUSSIA

Oceano
User ID: 14385031
United States
04/16/2012 02:15 PM
YES, it is gone. Also...all of the quakes listed AFTER the 12th are gone, too! That is, in the written
info list.
Feeling dizzy, pressure in the head....doing lots of grounding today!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/16/2012 05:14 PM
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[link to spaceweather.com] huge magnetic filament eruption. NOT earth directed. pretty.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14574805
United States
04/17/2012 10:08 AM

well lets continue on today UTC April 17. Already we have 3 red quakes admitted, but already
quakes being ignored so for "fun" I will document them AGAIN. No far today the non reports are
not as numerous.
20:45 utc 39.15 N 29.10 E 6 ML 4.3 WESTERN TURKEY
19:11 utc 25.08 S 1.32 W 10 mb 4.9 SOUTH ATLANTIC OCEAN
9:49 utc 24.39 S 67.16 W 147km M 4.2 SALTA, ARGENTINA
8:59 utc 25.55 N 138.32 E 1km to 10 km mb 5.9 VOLCANO ISLANDS, JAPAN REGION other
report is 6.0
8:58 utc 18.87 N 145.32 E 33km mb 6.0 to 6.6 PAGAN REG., N. MARIANA ISLANDS (reported
by 2 monitors, the other reports 6.6
7:32 utc 6.47 N 33.72 W 10km mb 5.4 CENTRAL MID-ATLANTIC RIDGE
3:51 utc 21.90 S 64.97 W 33km mb 5.4 TARIJA, BOLIVIA
2:37 utc 28.44 N 52.95 E 10km m 4.6 SOUTHERN IRAN

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14584929
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United States
04/17/2012 05:30 PM

well there are for the last week now 12 RED quakes. But some soon to drop off, those 8+. 3 today
however so far. I have not seen this many since before the solar min started. I remember back in
2006 maybe, I was working with Monjoronson quite a bit,and he said we would start averaging a
RED a week, and it was not long after we had a lot of activity and I remember one week where it
hit 12. then the solar min, and the activity dropped quite a bit. The sun is still not all the active,
considering its supposed to the max I think this year or so. Imagine what this would be like i it was
now. We have had once in a great while 6 or more, but the dozen is the most I remember for sure.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14584929
United States
04/18/2012 02:10 PM

OK todays UTC April 18, just now checking the quakes was out this morning since 7:30. don't feel
like copying everything. Summary so far at my noon. 1800 utc.
Iran 5; south fiji 4.8; Azores 4.2; Izu Islands 4.7;
04:12utc 10.09 N 115.85 W 33 mb 6.0 EAST CENTRAL PACIFIC OCEAN
Mid north atlantic ridge 4.5;
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14584929
United States
04/20/2012 10:14 PM
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well I did not cross check the quakes of UTC April 20. But now that UTC April 21 has started with
a 6.6 Papua quake there are a bunch unreported already, off equador, in Russia, south atlantic,
China. busy with Kundalini thread and being sick to stomach, energy stuff today, wonder if the
world wobbled again.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14385031
United States
04/21/2012 12:57 AM
11:57 CST 4/20/12
from the ANF site
_______________________________________________________
Latitude 59.8517
Longitude -127.9056
Magnitude 4.9 mb
Depth 15 km
UTC Time 23:57:46 UTC Friday April 20th, 2012
Location British Columbia, Canada, Eastern Alaska To Vancouver Island
Author teleMb
Review status ----------------------------------------------------------Latitude 27.3445
Longitude -150.3350
Magnitude 5.0 mb
Depth 15 km
UTC Time 01:25:05 UTC Saturday April 21st, 2012
Location North Pacific Ocean, Pacific Basin
Author teleMb
Review status ---------------------------------------------------------Latitude 33.2709
Longitude -87.2291
Magnitude 2.6 ml
Depth 5 km
UTC Time 00:15:28 UTC Saturday April 21st, 2012
Location Alabama, Eastern North America
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Author localMl
Review status ----------------------------------------------------------Latitude 16.6420
Longitude -98.1440
Magnitude 4.5 M
Depth 10 km
UTC Time 22:56:32 UTC Friday April 20th, 2012
Location Near Coast Of Guerrero, Mexico, Mexico - Guatemala Area
Author QED
Review status y
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14584929
United States
04/21/2012 10:47 AM

going to watch the difference in quakes today, already a bunch, even last night, in the early UTC
april 21 day, lots of them not on usgs. to this post is for UTC april 21. LOVELY spring day here,
was 55 already when I got up at 6 am. I meant to note Where the sun came up, did sungaze a few
minutes but did not pay attention to the actual rise place, to watch the northward march.

12:45 utc 54.50 N 127.55 E 10km mb 5.1 AMURSKAYA OBLAST', RUSSIA
12:37 utc 0.84 N 147.90 E 15km mb 5.7 FED. STATES OF MICRONESIA REGION
11:14 utc 24.20 N 4.44 E 10km mb 6.2 MALI
11:05 utc 8.48 N 91.18 E 15km mb 5.8 NICOBAR ISLANDS, INDIA REGION
5:43 utc 0.80 S 67.56 E 10km M 4.7 CARLSBERG RIDGE
5:22 utc 20.85 N 63.07 E 15km mb 5.0 ARABIAN SEA
5:19 utc 2.77 N 81.85 E 1km mb 5.4 NORTH INDIAN OCEAN
4:01 utc 37.07 N 93.21 E 2km ML 4.2 NORTHERN QINGHAI, CHINA
3:55 utc 1.19 N 95.65 E 10km M4.5 OFF W COAST OF NORTHERN SUMATRA
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1:33 utc 1.83 N 84.76 W 33km mb 5.2 OFF COAST OF ECUADOR
1:30 utc 62.79 N 42.86 E 10km mb 4.5 NORTHWESTERN RUSSIA
1:22 utc 13.14 S 3.79 E 33km mb 5.1 SOUTH ATLANTIC OCEAN
1:20 utc 28.11 N 107.71 E 10km mb 4.8 GUIZHOU, CHINA
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/23/2012 02:26 AM

well at 2+ utc, we got a proton blast, medium size, 30+ protons for a bit, maybe passage on CME.
Maybe not. looks like bz drop to about 15. they call these geomagnetic impulses.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/23/2012 11:18 PM

well at 2+ utc, we got a proton blast, medium size, 30+ protons for a bit, maybe passage on CME.
Maybe not. looks like bz drop to about 15. they call these geomagnetic impulses.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

This storm making huge ingress. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp] no wonder I am having energy
problems and legs that don't want to work. I forgot all about and did not check again today.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 12:17 PM
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here is the haarp evidence of the solar storm yesterday. its amazing how since NICT has been
down,, there are not OMG its white on nick threads anymore. Maybe that's a good thing. I found a
thread today and posted in it,, about somebody wondering why nict is not updating.
[link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 01:31 PM

well its a great day to skip reporting quakes again on usgs. And with the large solar storm
yesterday there will probably be more soon. I do not track these every day, so don't assume
because I have not posted there were not missing quakes. there are always a few.
Ok done for UTC April 24. 18 not posted 4+ again usgs CLAIMS they post all the 2.5+ I am not
going to post the ones they do not from euro med area.
from [link to www.emsc-csem.org]
21:37 utc 10.20 N 163.18 E 15km mb 5.7 A ENEWETAK ATOLL REG, MARSHALL IS.
20:32 utc 66.61 N 43.92 E 33km mb 5.0 NORTHWESTERN RUSSIA
20:24 utc 43.95 N 134.17 E 600km mb 5.2 PRIMOR'YE, RUSSIA
19:13 utc 13.26 N 89.60 E 10km mb 4.7 BAY OF BENGAL
18:50 utc 24.58 N 140.63 E 25km mb 4.4 VOLCANO ISLANDS, JAPAN REGION
17:03 utc 18.70 N 18.69 W 10km mb 5.2 NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN
16:16 utc 1.92 S 133.55 E 10km M 4.7 PAPUA, INDONESIA
15:52 utc 35.94 N 139.49 E 25km mb 4.1 NEAR S. COAST OF HONSHU, JAPAN
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15:30 utc 71.30 N 41.40 E 10km mb 4.7 BARENTS SEA
15:26 utc 52.52 N 115.68 E 31km mb 5.3
CHITINSKAYA OBLAST', RUSSIA
15:07 utc 38.69 N 159.48 E 10km mb 5.7 NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN
15:06 utc 21.58 N 151.24 E 2km mb 6.3 EAST OF THE MARIANA ISLANDS
15:05 utc 44.87 N 29.92 E 10km mb 4.4 BLACK SEA hm interesting.
15:01 utc 10.19 N 164.37 E 15km mb 5.8 BIKINI ATOLL REG., MARSHALL IS.
14:58 utc 17.90 N 89.32 E 10km mb 5.3 BAY OF BENGAL
4:06 utc 1.22 N 95.59 E 10km M 4.3 OFF W COAST OF NORTHERN SUMATRA
3:29 utc 41.37 N 158.09 W 33km mb 5.7 NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN
3:02 utc 49.19 N 155.87 E 60km mb 4.2
KURIL ISLANDS
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/25/2012 12:20 AM

we have this today. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp] showing ingressing storm. The wind went up,
the protons did NOT, we do not have a coronal hole either. Something is strange. Perhaps the last
of the 3 cme's, but again the protons do not match the wind.
temperature is HIGH. Haarp induction magnetometer is having "fun" [link to
www.haarp.alaska.edu]
no proton increase on SOHO either but wind to 700. [link to umtof.umd.edu]
Polar caps OPEN on BATS R US.
K P is back up to 5. what is coming in?
seeing some oddities on TEC's. [link to iono.jpl.nasa.gov]
Apr 25 0234 UTC ALERT: Electron 2MeV Integral Flux exceeded 1000pfu [link to www.n3kl.org]
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maybe nothing. but someting feels odd, and despite this not being a proton based storm, there is
a lot of red on the dark side of the planet. [link to iswa.gsfc.nasa.gov:8080]
Oceano
User ID: 14385031
United States
04/25/2012 11:14 AM
57.6784
Longitude -127.7900
Magnitude 4.5 mb
Depth 15 km
UTC Time 07:56:13 UTC Wednesday April 25th, 2012
Location British Columbia, Canada, Eastern Alaska To Vancouver Island
Author teleMb
Review status Good morning, Candace!
from ANF----not reviewed yet...will probably disappear
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/25/2012 11:42 AM

[link to www.haarp.alaska.edu] the strangeness of last evening continues. still fairly high solar
wind 600 to 675 without a coronal hole on the face of the sun recently.
shortly after I got up, felt fine but a bit sluggish, while fixing breakfast hit with SUDDEN nausea,
wanting even to vomit. turned of the pan and laid down 15 minutes or so, got up ate, and went
back to bed for over an hour. Mostly gone now finally. Johan had it too and so did some other
folks on my forum, not necessary nausea but not feeling well suddenly.
unreported quakes again of course, but no mood to document them. UGH
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/25/2012 03:36 PM
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This strange solar wind storm is now touching on 800 "gusts" temp is returning to high levels of
yesterday.
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] electrons high (and hot maybe) wondering if this has anything to do
with the WAVE?
sure is playing with the magnetometers too:
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
p://www.haarp.alaska.edu/haarp/data.html
[link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp] also the 8 utc surge, suggest fleet provided a dose of protons
inside the magnetosphere. without the graph on NIct I am not sure and didn't ask.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/25/2012 03:36 PM

This strange solar wind storm is now touching on 800 "gusts" temp is returning to high levels of
yesterday.
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] electrons high (and hot maybe) wondering if this has anything to do
with the WAVE?
sure is playing with the magnetometers too:
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
[link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
[link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp] also the 8 utc surge, suggest fleet provided a dose of protons
inside the magnetosphere. without the graph on NIct I am not sure and didn't ask.
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Pa resident1
User ID: 12833645
United States
04/25/2012 04:02 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15094665
United States
04/26/2012 03:04 PM

several missing quakes per usual from usgs, but not motivated to post them at this time. Thanks
for the bump to the one above.
Magnetosphere is quieting today.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15094665
United States
04/27/2012 10:09 PM

Thread: 6.7 Earthquake in BOLIVIA.. MORE USGS coverup!!!!! there is a link to the regional
paper where it is reported in the first post. NOTHING on usgs or emsc.
oceano
User ID: 15060367
United States
04/28/2012 01:18 PM
32.7440
Longitude -118.1187
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Magnitude 5.4 mb
Depth 15 km
UTC Time 10:16:06 UTC Saturday April 28th, 2012
Location Off Coast Of California, California - Nevada Region
Author teleMb
Review status oceano
User ID: 15060367
United States
04/28/2012 01:19 PM
Latitude 20.9132
Longitude -122.8859
Magnitude 5.6 mb
Depth 15 km
UTC Time 10:18:46 UTC Saturday April 28th, 2012
Location North Pacific Ocean, Pacific Basin
Author teleMb
Review status Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15094665
United States
04/28/2012 01:22 PM

I am feeling more than "worried" there will be a bigger event this weekend. the ears are off the
rocker this morning. Both wave noise, other earth noise. Wondering if the 4.1 downgraded to 3.8
in a volatile area in S. California is a warning.
5.1 in Sicily and 4.9 in timor, indonesia ignored too. but so far a "quieter" day than recently.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15060367
United States
04/28/2012 01:36 PM
xoxo to you Candace! Keep up the great work! My ears are humming like crazy here in WA.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15060367
United States
04/28/2012 05:32 PM
Latitude 28.9068
Longitude -146.9783
Magnitude 4.9 mb
Depth 15 km
UTC Time 19:28:44 UTC Saturday April 28th, 2012
Location North Pacific Ocean, Pacific Basin
Author teleMb
Review status Teensi2
User ID: 8437259
United States
04/28/2012 05:34 PM
Type: Earthquake
6 minutes ago
Magnitude: 4.1
DateTime: Saturday April 28 2012, 21:25:07 UTC
Region: Baja California, Mexico
Depth: 0.2 km
Source: USGS Feed
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15060367
United States
04/28/2012 11:37 PM
Latitude 60.2799
Longitude -84.1393
Magnitude 5.1 mb
Depth 15 km
UTC Time 03:14:33 UTC Sunday April 29th, 2012
Location Hudson Bay, Eastern North America
Author teleMb
Review status From ANF site... will probably be deleted soon! Right in the Hudson Bay!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15220417
United States
04/28/2012 11:51 PM
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[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Please take a look!
(I started this thread when it looked like the 2nd cme was arriving after that series of x and m
flares that had CME;s with them. It was not impressive, the 2nd one. I have decided to keep this
thread for my regular notes about what is happening since, and Have renamed it appropriately.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thread: Major Disclosure Announcement from Dr. Steven Greer
oceano
User ID: 15060367
United States
04/29/2012 12:53 PM
Full-screenLatitude 57.3040
Longitude -85.6179
Magnitude 5.7 mb
Depth 15 km
UTC Time 08:23:16 UTC Sunday April 29th, 2012
Location Hudson Bay, Eastern North America
Author teleMb
Review status Pa resident1
User ID: 12833645
United States
04/29/2012 01:06 PM
Japan is swarming today with a few close to 6.
Also California is still swarming with small ones.

firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 14463438
Germany
04/30/2012 01:13 AM
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Should be of interest, they took ARTIS/solarimg.org down!

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 8470841
United States
04/30/2012 09:23 AM

Should be of interest, they took ARTIS/solarimg.org down!

Quoting: firmament
They did not take Artis down, the fellow that owns it is protesting Cispa is all.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 8470841
United States
04/30/2012 12:48 PM

well I am doing lots of spring cleaning today, so will not be on much but I have an urge to
document missing quakes, so will do so when I sit down to rest. [link to www.emsc-csem.org] Ok
updating again, several more not reported. OK end of day, if I counted right, 23 quakes NOT on
usgs and this does not include any that maybe have occurred on other sites, other than the one
above. These are UTC April 30.
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23:44 utc 49.22 N 12.67 E 10km mb 5.1 GERMANY
23:27 utc 31.27 N 145.33 E 10km mb 5.1 EAST OF THE IZU ISLANDS
23:27 utc 22.13 N 137.36 E 10km M 5.5 VOLCANO ISLANDS, JAPAN REGION GFZ
23:21 utc 9.26 N 155.53 E 15km mb 5.7 FED. STATES OF MICRONESIA REGION (they have
ignored a lot of micronesia quakes lately)
21:41 utc 9.22 N 92.36 E 10 mb 4.9 NICOBAR ISLANDS, INDIA REGION
21:41 utc 59.64 N 4.58 E 5 mb 4.4 SOUTHERN NORWAY

20:25 utc 39.42 N 148.07 E 10km mb 4.8 NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN
19:22 utc 42.37 N 160.54 E 10km mb 5.2 NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN
18:21 utc 26.50 N 85.69 E 505km mb 4.2 NEPAL-INDIA BORDER REGION
18:20 utc 30.31 N 82.92 E 10km mb 4.7 WESTERN XIZANG
16:11 utc 37.98 N 143.87 E 35km mb 4.8 OFF EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JAPAN
14:57 utc 47.40 N 13.99 E 15km mb 5.1 AUSTRIA
13:10 utc 38.51 N 72.21 E 33km mb 5.1 TAJIKISTAN
13:06 utc 14.97 N 104.70 E 10km mb 5.1 THAILAND-CAMBODIA BORDER REGION
10:37 utc 33.21 N 48.49 E 10km mb 4.4 WESTERN IRAN
8;46 utc 22.05 S 63.79 W 536km M 4.1 SALTA, ARGENTINA
8:09 utc 46.44 N 23.31 E 10km mb 5.4 ROMANIA
8:09 utc 39.83 N 29.94 E 10km mb 4.4 WESTERN TURKEY
7:52 utc 37.81 N 72.21 E 2km ML 4.1 TAJIKISTAN
4:59 utc 8.48 S 118.07 E 169km M 4.7 SUMBAWA REGION, INDONESIA
3:26 utc 30.71 N 33.10 E 10km mb 4.4 EGYPT
2:37 utc 21.35 N 2.62 W 33km mb 5.0 MALI
1:33 utc 35.40 N 53.21 E 8km ML 4.2 NORTHERN IRAN
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 8470841
United States
04/30/2012 09:12 PM
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ok see above for final list today of quakes NOT on usgs for UTC April 30. There are about 10 5+
on here not on it, and there are 10 5+ that are on it, so this is 20 5+ quakes today.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12566473
United States
04/30/2012 09:19 PM
DISCLAIMER - The maps and lists show events which have been located by the USGS and
contributing agencies within the last 7 days. They should not be considered to be complete lists of
all events M2.5+ in the US and adjacent areas and especially should not be considered to be
complete lists of all events M4.5+ in the world. Beginning January 1, 2009, earthquakes outside
the US below M4.5 are not reported unless NEIC obtains felt reports.
[link to earthquake.usgs.gov]
imjustsayin
User ID: 15185127
United States
04/30/2012 09:34 PM
well I am doing lots of spring cleaning today, so will not be on much but I have an urge to
document missing quakes, so will do so when I sit down to rest. [link to www.emsc-csem.org] Ok
updating again, several more not reported. OK end of day, if I counted right, 23 quakes NOT on
usgs and this does not include any that maybe have occurred on other sites, other than the one
above. These are UTC April 30.
23:44 utc 49.22 N 12.67 E 10km mb 5.1 GERMANY
23:27 utc 31.27 N 145.33 E 10km mb 5.1 EAST OF THE IZU ISLANDS
23:27 utc 22.13 N 137.36 E 10km M 5.5 VOLCANO ISLANDS, JAPAN REGION GFZ
23:21 utc 9.26 N 155.53 E 15km mb 5.7 FED. STATES OF MICRONESIA REGION (they have
ignored a lot of micronesia quakes lately)
21:41 utc 9.22 N 92.36 E 10 mb 4.9 NICOBAR ISLANDS, INDIA REGION
21:41 utc 59.64 N 4.58 E 5 mb 4.4 SOUTHERN NORWAY

20:25 utc 39.42 N 148.07 E 10km mb 4.8 NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN
19:22 utc 42.37 N 160.54 E 10km mb 5.2 NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN
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18:21 utc 26.50 N 85.69 E 505km mb 4.2 NEPAL-INDIA BORDER REGION
18:20 utc 30.31 N 82.92 E 10km mb 4.7 WESTERN XIZANG
16:11 utc 37.98 N 143.87 E 35km mb 4.8 OFF EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JAPAN
14:57 utc 47.40 N 13.99 E 15km mb 5.1 AUSTRIA
13:10 utc 38.51 N 72.21 E 33km mb 5.1 TAJIKISTAN
13:06 utc 14.97 N 104.70 E 10km mb 5.1 THAILAND-CAMBODIA BORDER REGION
10:37 utc 33.21 N 48.49 E 10km mb 4.4 WESTERN IRAN
8;46 utc 22.05 S 63.79 W 536km M 4.1 SALTA, ARGENTINA
8:09 utc 46.44 N 23.31 E 10km mb 5.4 ROMANIA
8:09 utc 39.83 N 29.94 E 10km mb 4.4 WESTERN TURKEY
7:52 utc 37.81 N 72.21 E 2km ML 4.1 TAJIKISTAN
4:59 utc 8.48 S 118.07 E 169km M 4.7 SUMBAWA REGION, INDONESIA
3:26 utc 30.71 N 33.10 E 10km mb 4.4 EGYPT
2:37 utc 21.35 N 2.62 W 33km mb 5.0 MALI
1:33 utc 35.40 N 53.21 E 8km ML 4.2 NORTHERN IRAN
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Most of these are shallow....Magma movement? Volcanic area's?
"Imagine"
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 8470841
United States
04/30/2012 09:38 PM

DISCLAIMER - The maps and lists show events which have been located by the USGS and
contributing agencies within the last 7 days. They should not be considered to be complete lists of
all events M2.5+ in the US and adjacent areas and especially should not be considered to be
complete lists of all events M4.5+ in the world. Beginning January 1, 2009, earthquakes outside
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the US below M4.5 are not reported unless NEIC obtains felt reports.
[link to earthquake.usgs.gov]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12566473

This list contains all earthquakes with magnitude greater than 2.5 located by the USGS and
contributing networks in the last week (168 hours). Magnitudes 4.5 and above are in bold font.
Magnitudes 6 and above are in red. (Some early events may be obscured by later ones on the
maps.)
The most recent earthquakes are at the top of the list. Times are in Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC). Click on the word "map" to see a ten-degree tall map displaying the earthquake. Click on
an event's "DATE" to get a detailed report.
This is what is currently stated, and they don't even put up 2.5 quakes outside the US of A. Years
ago they put all quakes 4+ outside the us of a on there, and then changed it to 4.5 a couple years
ago maybe so quakes could be hidden, although many 4+ are included.
[link to earthquake.usgs.gov]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 8470841
United States
05/01/2012 09:07 PM

www.spaceweather.com says we are to get our annual meteorites from HALLEYS
comet????????/
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14733798
United States
05/02/2012 12:56 AM
Wow Nip. From Halleys comet? Crazy. Aquarid Meteor Shower?? Well I'm no expert but what??
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15412720
United States
05/03/2012 10:59 AM
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well first, we got a little activity off the sun, and the bz has actually been negative about 90% or
more of the time for a week now.
Now missing quakes today, a bit more than average. I am headachy and do not feel well this
morning, body buzzing and wave has small amount of vibration going in the floors/bottom of my
house. Nausea and some vertigo also.
So anyway, on with the quakes to distract me at the moment. reminder this is for all of UTC May
3,
EDIT, there have been more, not in the mood or time frame to complete the list.
[link to www.emsc-csem.org]
11:26 utc 35.32 N 18.63 E 5km mb 4.6 CENTRAL MEDITERRANEAN SEA
11:24 utc 22.71 N 38.29 E 10km mb 4.7 WESTERN SAUDI ARABIA
11:20 utc 38.75 N 70.67 W 33km mb 4.8 OFF EAST COAST OF UNITED STATES
11:09 utc 37.61 S 160.55 E 25km mb 4.7 EAST OF AUSTRALIA
11:09 utc 35.36 S 177.75 E 25km mb 4.5 OFF E. COAST OF N. ISLAND, N.Z.
10:10 utc 36.00 N 41.00 E 1km mb 5.5 SYRIA-IRAQ BORDER REGION
6:24 utc 36.04 N 33.73 E 5km ML 4.0 CENTRAL TURKEY
4:59 utc 8.93 N 93.49 E 10 mb 4.8 NICOBAR ISLANDS, INDIA REGION
1:19 utc 14.71 N 75.28 E 33 mb 4.9 KARNATAKA, INDIA

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15558166
United States
05/08/2012 11:51 AM
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that big coronal hole may be coming in, ACE changes and my chest is killing me, which is a
typical sign of big coronal holes for me.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15558166
United States
05/08/2012 04:50 PM

well we got a shot of protons, and a tad of wind, maybe from fleet, maybe a tiny cme. Now
declining, but the bz is down close to -10 now. The coronal hole is still coming, I am maybe
starting to hear its wind, not sure yet, but the chest stuff continues. this is a huge coronal hole
coming and if ti comes in while the bz is open, it might make a bigger effect, but also the
magnetosphere might suddenly close up and make from of those balls we used to see on the now
closed NICT. I will miss it. You CAN find the current pressure, in the absence of the pressure
image here. [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] click on dial for the actual current figures. Its useful, I
used it before I found NICT.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15558166
United States
05/08/2012 06:02 PM

from www.spaceweather.com Something is really hurting my chest today, and its the "solar" feel
for me. I think think that hole is going to arrive sooner than they say.
We have 2 short hits of protons wth a bit of wind today, one more since I posted above.
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TWO INCOMING CMEs: A pair of solar eruptions on May 7th hurled coronal masss ejections
(CMEs) toward Earth. Forecast tracks prepared by analysts at the Goddard Space Weather Lab
suggests that clouds with arrive in succession on May 9th at 13:40 UT and May 10th at 07:54 UT
(+/- 7 hours). The double impact could spark moderate geomagnetic storms. High-latitude sky
watchers should be alert for auroras. Magnetic storm alerts: text, phone.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15558166
United States
05/09/2012 09:31 AM

well we are getting stuff, this is rather untypical of a coronal hole to have the protons come in
groups. holes are not high in proton content anyway. but its obvious here. [link to wdc.kugi.kyotou.ac.jp] go back one day as this started late yesterday.
It is on haarp too and the goes satellite stuff.
we just got a roughly M 6 flare too. [link to www.n3kl.org]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15558166
United States
05/09/2012 10:19 AM

interesting link from another thread. List of all m and x flares since 1992, neat perspective of solar
mins and maxs Makes the LONG mind we were in really obvious and so far a very uninteresting
max coming. [link to solar.nro.nao.ac.jp]
S333
User ID: 15823584
Australia
05/10/2012 02:59 AM
Candace,
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Bren the Arcturian, Nict has been closed due to supercomputer non funding thought you should
know.......
Getting really pissed with fleet, bunch of fucking fence sitters.
Cutting through these assholes as we speak.....keep your head up my friend......
Will be in touch keeping my distance so much attacks..........bring it on you fuckers.....good work
Ron on fremantle radio......
See you soon....
Bolartisun.....
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15558166
United States
05/10/2012 08:42 AM

Candace,
Bren the Arcturian, Nict has been closed due to supercomputer non funding thought you should
know.......
Getting really pissed with fleet, bunch of fucking fence sitters.
Cutting through these assholes as we speak.....keep your head up my friend......
Will be in touch keeping my distance so much attacks..........bring it on you fuckers.....good work
Ron on fremantle radio......
See you soon....
Bolartisun.....
Quoting: S333 15823584

Of course I know about Nict. I checked everyday. I always keep my head up, even with the
crapping on my website on "liberation day. may 5.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15851225
Portugal
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05/10/2012 06:58 PM
Candace,
Bren the Arcturian, Nict has been closed due to supercomputer non funding thought you should
know.......
Getting really pissed with fleet, bunch of fucking fence sitters.
Cutting through these assholes as we speak.....keep your head up my friend......
Will be in touch keeping my distance so much attacks..........bring it on you fuckers.....good work
Ron on fremantle radio......
See you soon....
Bolartisun.....
Quoting: S333 15823584

Of course I know about Nict. I checked everyday. I always keep my head up, even with the
crapping on my website on "liberation day. may 5.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The attack on your website was very unfortunate. It seems the thugs wanted to be liberated from
the truthful update from Whistleblower. Many people believe in all that stuff of Liberation Day and
Mass Arrests. Much love to you dear Candace.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15866613
United States
05/11/2012 09:51 AM

well yesterday during the M5 flare, there was NO CME, and thus showing some that flares and
cmes are not always shared events. this is from spaceweather:

Yesterday, May 10th, amateur astronomer David Maidment of Sohar, Oman caught the active
region in mid-flare during a strong M5-class eruption:
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(beautiful image, go to spaceweather.com to see it)
The blast, which almost crossed the threshold into X-territory, did not produce a significant coronal
mass ejection (CME). "There seemed to be no CME due to the fact that the plasma was captured
and dragged back down to the sun," notes Maidment.

magnetosphere quieting down. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp] go back 1 or 2 days to get an idea
of how much of the coronal hole got inside the magnetosphere. Haarp is quieting down too.
jingo
User ID: 1154368
United Kingdom
05/12/2012 04:57 AM
amazing
Renaissance Woman
User ID: 10737781
United States
05/12/2012 09:07 AM

Huh?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8707311
05/12/2012 09:32 AM

people, don't get too distracted with the external matrix.
This dimension is about to be dismantled in just few weeks.
Go inside and open the doorway to the real teachings/mission.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15866613
United States
05/12/2012 11:11 AM
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Dear AC S333 I removed your long post. I am most certainly very irritable this morning still and it
simply "too Much" and most of it was not really comprehensible. And this IS my solar thread and it
didn't belong here anyway. I failed to even get the jist of the forum commentary at all. Please don't

take it too personally.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15866613
United States
05/12/2012 11:14 AM

people, don't get too distracted with the external matrix.
This dimension is about to be dismantled in just few weeks.
Go inside and open the doorway to the real teachings/mission.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward The attack on AH website was very unfortunate. It seems the
thugs wanted to be liberated from the truthful update from Whistleblower. Many people
believe in all that stuff of Liberation Day and Mass Arrests. Much love to you dear Candace.

thankyou.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 16232582
United States
05/19/2012 03:44 PM
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usgs is leaving off a lot of quakes today, including 2 after shocks from the honshu quake
Oceano
User ID: 16131808
United States
05/20/2012 12:25 AM
C--have you seen this? Follow link and read message. I am writing to you from the PNW.
BTW, AH not opening. Is it down?
_______________________________________________________
Re: GABI'S EARTHQUAKE FORECASTING CENTER
AHHH the syncronisites just keep coming.. I have been reading Mark Kimmels site for over 5
yrs.. he is one of the few channelers I read and think is legit.. Anyway as I hit enter on the last
post, I thought to myself I should go and check out if mark has any info on these coming days.. so
I started to minimise my GLP thread windows when a post from one of them caught my eye
because it had his name in it.. I clicked the link given and lo and behold a new message from him,
reposted at another site.. just wow. Here is the link..
[link to lightworkers.org]
Oceano
User ID: 16131808
United States
05/20/2012 12:28 AM
C--have you seen this? Follow link and read message. I am writing to you from the PNW.
BTW, AH not opening. Is it down?
_______________________________________________________
Re: GABI'S EARTHQUAKE FORECASTING CENTER
AHHH the syncronisites just keep coming.. I have been reading Mark Kimmels site for over 5
yrs.. he is one of the few channelers I read and think is legit.. Anyway as I hit enter on the last
post, I thought to myself I should go and check out if mark has any info on these coming days.. so
I started to minimise my GLP thread windows when a post from one of them caught my eye
because it had his name in it.. I clicked the link given and lo and behold a new message from him,
reposted at another site.. just wow. Here is the link..
[link to lightworkers.org]
Quoting: Oceano 16131808
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[link to lightworkers.org]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 16232582
United States
05/20/2012 12:43 PM

People, Mark K is enemy, I do NOT want his work here. He went Cia. I know this because I know
him, I met with personally over many lunches and attended early seminars. He was offered to
work with Monjoronson, and he lost a huge amount of his money, on something stupid and went
CIA and threw out everything UB.
Of course any quakes at this point COULD hit off the north and northwestern coast of the Us of A
I have his 3 books, the trilogy. Because he went CIA he had to totally change out his story in the
3rd one. Had he not invested his life savings in a SCAM, maybe he would have kept his integrity.
Oceano
User ID: 16131808
United States
05/20/2012 01:55 PM
ok! Thank you! I knew you could help!!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 16232582
United States
05/20/2012 08:33 PM

C--have you seen this? Follow link and read message. I am writing to you from the PNW.
BTW, AH not opening. Is it down?
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Quoting: Oceano 16131808

AH is opening now, our server got crashed big time yesterday, but fortunately not damaged. Mark
worked well into the night getting it back up after he got home from work.
we expected this, based on the May 20 stuff. We were taken out bad, as to our forum and had to
replace the harddrive on May 5. from folks who orchestrated this and related sites along this story.
[link to 2012portal.blogspot.ca]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 16232582
United States
05/20/2012 09:06 PM

well I got to see the eclipse for a short period while the sun was between clouds. Took my dark
glasses up to a neighbor too, who was outside. around 6:55 my time. about 1/3 of sun eclipsed.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 16232582
United States
05/21/2012 04:16 PM

somebody had a thread here, with pcs of the eclipse. I dont know why the backgroud is dark, not
having a scope and camera, but this is about the same as I saw it here in its latest stage before
the sun finally went behind thick clouds just before set. [link to www.flickr.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 16232582
United States
05/23/2012 11:48 AM
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6.1 Japan area quake, is this ominous? I haven't really noticed quakes here. Between north
Honshu and that north island. [link to earthquake.usgs.gov]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
05/23/2012 02:56 PM
Dear Nip,
Would earth changes occur during the upcoming 3 days of darkness or would they be put on
'hold'?
Much love to you,
Future Cosmologist
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 16232582
United States
05/23/2012 03:24 PM

Dear Nip,
Would earth changes occur during the upcoming 3 days of darkness or would they be put on
'hold'?
Much love to you,
Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

it will have little effect on earth changes, its just going to be dark. anything that would naturally
occur well.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
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User ID: 16633176
United States
05/29/2012 09:23 AM

boy the sun is almost as quiet as during the min, not much sign of a max approaching still. blame
it on fleet, like the destruction of a filament a few days ago before it rounded to the face of the sun.
We did get a small quicky CME yesterday, starting bout 1200 UTC May 28.. Protons to 17, small
wind increase, protons still running 5 to 8 ish. not substantial ingress. [link to wdc.kugi.kyotou.ac.jp] barely on haarp, so this is a wimp.
I see at the standard 2:03 Utc today, fleet blasted us with protons, a jump to 58,here since we can
no longer see this on the defunct nict page.
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
sunspots uninteresting.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 11:22 AM

[link to www.emsc-csem.org] there are a bunch of AZORES-CAPE ST. VINCENT RIDGE quakes
up to 4.2 today here. NOT on the main EMSC site most of the public sees. I don't know if these
mean anything at all, but I wonder if they are precursor quakes to major movement impending.
who knows.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/03/2012 02:30 PM
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we have a CME coming in, and plus just now there was an M.2 or so flare
CME started about 12+ utc. I think fleet maybe shot some protons with it. short spike to 26 protons
on the spike. Fairly low bz -10 to -15.
showing on haarp,, good ingress. [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
ongoing here: [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]

since i was busy all morning and did not check, I don't know what the pressure got too. [link to
www.swpc.noaa.gov] its .9 right now.
Moonlight lotus
User ID: 2563394
United States
06/03/2012 04:34 PM
USGS censors 5.1 in Gulf of Mexico
[link to m.youtube.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/04/2012 03:57 PM

another CME today. on haarp and here [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]

solar wind has gone up to 600 several hours ago, so wondering if this isn't the coronal hole, but I
would expect considering its size a bit higher proton count. it did get over 10 briefly.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
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User ID: 16633176
United States
06/05/2012 08:29 AM

well yesterday the wind continued to climb obviously the coronal hole was here nearly 2 days
early. over 700.
another small CME too a few hours ago, 4 utc or so. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp] ae index to
1000, the other two had been to close to 1500.

with the 3? cmes quakes are rising. whole page of them already this morning.
I don't normally comment on the weather, but yesterday 11 uncontrolled fires in the western united
states. There has been a large fire in Michigan too.
We are DRY here. Worst I remember for spring. I experienced a mind move of fires spreading
rapidly moving east across the us. There is a really strange jet stream for this week in the US of A.
I have a friend who is much more into weather than I am, and she is wondering the how on this
one. But a biggy "loop" in it is going to move north all the way into Alaska according to models by
Friday or so.
this is for today. [link to images.intellicast.com]
[link to www.weatherbank.com]
-------------------------------------------------------“All knowledge existeth.
All knowledge cometh to man in its season.
Cosmic messengers periodically give to man
such knowledge of My cosmos as man is able to comprehend,
but that which he can bear is like unto a thimbleful
out of mighty ocean, for man is but beginning to comprehend.
“When man knoweth Light then he will know no limitations,
But man must know the Light for himself and none there
Can be who can make words of it, for Light knoweth Light
And there need be no words.” Walter Russell, Divine Illiad

NIP: The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and
strive to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing
on Jesus does not cut the mustard. What cuts the mustard is your efforts at knowledge.
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AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus
himself. [link to www.abundanthope.net]
--------------------------------------------------------------Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/05/2012 09:07 PM

During a brief break in the western clouds, I got to see the little spot of "Venus" .
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/06/2012 09:38 AM

[link to www.dailymail.co.uk]

scroll down to the PIC from Texas, where it says. The planet Venus passes in front of the sun as it
begins to set behind the Goddess of Liberty atop the Texas State Capitol in Austin, Texas, left,
That is the closest to where I saw Star Ship Venus from my point of view. (I used my double set of
dark glasses to watch. I have a very DARK pair on sunglasses I found in the street one day, and
then I put the dark glasses from my eye surgeries (cataract surgery), over them, this allows me to
watch the sun even at midday.
I saw it yesterday just a few mintues before I posted above at 7:07 PM
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
06/07/2012 12:39 AM
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Thank you for the link.
Amazing pictures. It was to cloudy where I live, so unfortunately the transit could not be watched.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/10/2012 02:45 PM

today usgs is leaving off the aftershocks from the greece quake that are 4+ there are several plus
a bunch of smaller ones.
Ozark
User ID: 9696387
United States
06/10/2012 03:05 PM

Just checking to make sure you are safe from the CO fires! Glad to see you're here!

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/10/2012 06:30 PM
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Just checking to make sure you are safe from the CO fires! Glad to see you're here!

Quoting: Ozark

oh yea, I don't live up that way, they are up towards Ft collins and I an in north metro denver. I
would love to live in Ft Collins in a way,, college towns are "nice" and I did live there long ago
when I first married.
Ozark
User ID: 9696387
United States
06/10/2012 08:10 PM

Is it anywhere near Blackhawk, CO? Have a friend that lives there, maybe I should call him!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/10/2012 09:58 PM

Is it anywhere near Blackhawk, CO? Have a friend that lives there, maybe I should call him!
Quoting: Ozark

no north and east of there. smoke is going across into wyoming and north east colorado too.
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Ozark
User ID: 9696387
United States
06/10/2012 11:21 PM

Okay, thanks!
Reading Q's thread, something coming in.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/11/2012 12:14 PM

Well the something that came in is small. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/12/2012 12:28 PM

[link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp] well the somethng above got a 2nd bumb that was bigger on the
ingress. lasted about 10 hours, you can click back one day.
One thing that is confusing me, is that at this site above and also on Haarp, we are seeing MORE
ingress, but with smaller BZ drops than before.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
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User ID: 17503266
United States
06/14/2012 03:18 PM

there is a pretty good sized CME on Stereo A and B today that may be earth directed, it appeared
there about 14 utc.

I just checked space weather to see if its mentioned yet. It is.
ANOTHER CME: On June 14th, for the second day in a row, sunspot AR1504 erupted and hurled
a CME toward Earth. The fast-moving (1360 km/s) cloud is expected to hit our planet's magnetic
field on June 16th at 14:00 UT, possibly sparking a geomagnetic storm. High-latitude sky
watchers should be alert for auroras. Magnetic storm alerts: text, voice.
shadasonic
User ID: 15732022
United States
06/14/2012 03:30 PM

there is a pretty good sized CME on Stereo A and B today that may be earth directed, it appeared
there about 14 utc.

I just checked space weather to see if its mentioned yet. It is.
ANOTHER CME: On June 14th, for the second day in a row, sunspot AR1504 erupted and hurled
a CME toward Earth. The fast-moving (1360 km/s) cloud is expected to hit our planet's magnetic
field on June 16th at 14:00 UT, possibly sparking a geomagnetic storm. High-latitude sky
watchers should be alert for auroras. Magnetic storm alerts: text, voice.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

2 LDEs are going to hit between the 16th and 18th, the last one more direct. Theres going to be
alot of energy from these two. Can you imagine an lde like these last two in the mid X range, long
duration saturation with huge plasma envelope,hello Mr. Carrington
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
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User ID: 17953868
United States
06/14/2012 08:45 PM

there is a pretty good sized CME on Stereo A and B today that may be earth directed, it appeared
there about 14 utc.

I just checked space weather to see if its mentioned yet. It is.
ANOTHER CME: On June 14th, for the second day in a row, sunspot AR1504 erupted and hurled
a CME toward Earth. The fast-moving (1360 km/s) cloud is expected to hit our planet's magnetic
field on June 16th at 14:00 UT, possibly sparking a geomagnetic storm. High-latitude sky
watchers should be alert for auroras. Magnetic storm alerts: text, voice.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

2 LDEs are going to hit between the 16th and 18th, the last one more direct. Theres going to be
alot of energy from these two. Can you imagine an lde like these last two in the mid X range, long
duration saturation with huge plasma envelope,hello Mr. Carrington
Quoting: shadasonic

the two LDE's already HIT. As evidenced here: [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] and here: [link to
www.n3kl.org]
Do NOT confuse the LDE's or any other "flare" with the CME that may have come from them. it is
the CMEs that will arrive. And during the long MIN we had some massive CMES that came from
exactly NO flares.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/14/2012 08:45 PM
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there is a pretty good sized CME on Stereo A and B today that may be earth directed, it appeared
there about 14 utc.

I just checked space weather to see if its mentioned yet. It is.
ANOTHER CME: On June 14th, for the second day in a row, sunspot AR1504 erupted and hurled
a CME toward Earth. The fast-moving (1360 km/s) cloud is expected to hit our planet's magnetic
field on June 16th at 14:00 UT, possibly sparking a geomagnetic storm. High-latitude sky
watchers should be alert for auroras. Magnetic storm alerts: text, voice.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

2 LDEs are going to hit between the 16th and 18th, the last one more direct. Theres going to be
alot of energy from these two. Can you imagine an lde like these last two in the mid X range, long
duration saturation with huge plasma envelope,hello Mr. Carrington
Quoting: shadasonic

the two LDE's already HIT. As evidenced here: [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] and here: [link to
www.n3kl.org] They are OVER.
Do NOT confuse the LDE's or any other "flare" with the CME that may have come from them. it is
the CMEs that will arrive. And during the long MIN we had some massive CMES that came from
exactly NO flares.
We have had x flares, LDE or not with SMALL CME's or NONE ejected. CMES often do
accompany flares, but not always and we get massive CME's that have NO flare in their origin.
Andyjax
User ID: 11308824
United States
06/15/2012 02:38 AM
there were two quakes in canada.
this is the website [link to anf.ucsd.edu]
lat: 56.1462
long: -97.4373
magnitude: 4.7 mb
depth: 15
01:38:30 UTC Friday June 15th, 2012
Loc: Manitoba, Canada, Eastern North America
Author: teleMb
Lat: 52.4341
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Long: -110.1575
Magnitude: 5.5 mb
depth: 15
01:31:04 UTC Friday June 15th, 2012
Loc: Alberta, Canada, Eastern Alaska To Vancouver Island
Author: teleMb
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/16/2012 08:30 AM

[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] well the CMEstarted coming in 9+UTC
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/16/2012 09:21 PM

well a fairly good CME I think. protons to about 33, but the neg bz is not remarkable. Haarp shows
small evidence of ingress, [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
ae index is boring. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
Pressure currently 8.5 nPa [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
Supposedly the kp is 6 and this is a g2 storm. I think thats a little over rated, because of only
slightly -bz on ace at times and right now the bz is quite positive, around 10.
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Neutron monitors showing good dip.
[link to neutronm.bartol.udel.edu]
D rap is pretty good, [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
elevated proton flux [link to www.n3kl.org] causing d rap. This is interesting because this is not
common during cmes yet there are no significant x ray flux [link to www.n3kl.org]
Rather LARGE change on the GOES magnetometers. [link to www.n3kl.org]
expected "electron suppression" with the storm. [link to www.n3kl.org]
Strange on this proton flux though, ODD Hmmm, well I don't know what's up, becausethere is
NOT much ingress with this storm. As seen on ACE for24 hours, the bz is not very low. [link to
www.swpc.noaa.gov]
Right now, if we still had NICT, you would see the magnetosphere image, those red and blue
lines, all rolled up in a ball because the bz is high. I can tell this from the current BATS R US
images.
[link to ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov]
Without Nict, I have to use this [link to iswa.gsfc.nasa.gov:8080] and I don't see a big magnetic
reconnection on the dark side of earth.
Odd storm
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/16/2012 11:40 PM

I just realized the bz went up to 40 or so. really strange storm.
Ozark
User ID: 9696387
United States
06/17/2012 01:29 AM
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Hey Candace~~~have you seen this site?
[link to www.sam-magnetometer.net]
Not that I really understand any of it, I look anyway.
Is your site back up yet?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/17/2012 09:52 AM

well yesterdays CME was 2 distinct CME's, rather than a combination of 2 cme's as Nasa
suggested. The 2nd one hit far more, regards the bz dropping out.

[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov] This shows bz dropping to -20.
Showing good on haarp too. [link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
And the AE index. ttp://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ae_realtime/today/today.html
On the proton flux that went up yesterday, I still have no understanding why, since there is no x
ray flux flare recorded, until there was one that didn't register on the instruments because of
confusion with other stuff. [link to www.n3kl.org] see proton flux there. and NO flares on the x ray
flux.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/17/2012 08:46 PM
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we are seeing the expected increase in quakes with the CME's that arrived.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/18/2012 12:19 PM

well since 0 utc of June 18 we got another ingressing something.
[link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
[link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18341822
United States
06/30/2012 10:44 AM

The coronal hole has apparently arrived with typical protons count above 10, but not huge, and
the incoming increase of wind, about to 650 now based on eyeballing ACE. [link to
www.swpc.noaa.gov]
Episode of -10 bz or so, not a large ingressor at this point, medium. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
[link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
Horusinsun
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User ID: 18918199
Australia
07/01/2012 08:38 AM
Should be interesting the next couple of days,
Pretty cold here in Melbourne, went into the city today and the yarra river is quite high indeed,
hopefully it washes the casino away just kidding!
Some very icy rain bands this weekend, clouds a deep blue and efinately carrying what could
have been hail, very cool indeed.
Currently monitoring all news for Syria, seems like some kind of bs going to start soon, seeing the
jet wreckage looked like a crock of shit also......
Night,
Brendan.....
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18341822
United States
07/01/2012 10:52 PM

SOHO, Stereo, SDO etc all back up
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 18925504
United States
07/01/2012 10:54 PM
SOHO, Stereo, SDO etc all back up
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Your a retard
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18341822
United States
07/01/2012 10:55 PM
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SOHO, Stereo, SDO etc all back up
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Your a retard
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 18925504

duh!!! everybody here got all upset yesterday when they went down because of the power
outtage. Many assumed a conspiracy, other aghast that Nasa chose not to spend the spare
backup power on broadcasting the sites. It does seem on first look there is no missing data. Just
making a note is all.
Ozark
User ID: 9696387
United States
07/02/2012 11:53 AM

Trinity has the sunscope up right now!
[link to observatory.godlikeproductions.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18988062
United States
07/02/2012 11:56 AM
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Trinity has the sunscope up right now!
[link to observatory.godlikeproductions.com]
Quoting: Ozark

thankyou and currently with a nice view of the clouds.
edit well somebody there now found the sun
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 07/02/2012 11:57 AM
Ozark
User ID: 9696387
United States
07/02/2012 12:23 PM

El Q operating it now, he;s trying to zoom in on that sunspot!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18988062
United States
07/02/2012 12:27 PM

El Q operating it now, he;s trying to zoom in on that sunspot!
Quoting: Ozark

I think it doesn't show the coronal holes but I am not sure, as to its contrast abilities. but I read
somewhere here it doesn't show the coronal holes anyway, not sure if its true or not. but was got
the coronal hole the 30th. with winds over 700 and typical proton rise so I don't know what else it
was but the hole which continues today here as it dies down. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18988062
United States
07/02/2012 02:59 PM
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well, I just took a quick look on stereo, sun is putting off CME's to day, one maybe earth directed
from the location on stereo a and b. starting about 12 utc and seems to be one or more off
backside too.
Oceano
User ID: 17557740
United States
07/02/2012 06:32 PM
Thread: Omg! Video of object next to sun! 'Niberu' ?? Is this why the satellites are down??
Did you see this thread?!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18988062
United States
07/02/2012 08:15 PM

Thread: Omg! Video of object next to sun! 'Niberu' ?? Is this why the satellites are down??
Did you see this thread?!
Quoting: Oceano 17557740

i had not but the video was posted to my forum today and its the usual camera goo stuff that I
myself have taken with mine. There is no Nibiru here at this time, it was here 2000 years ago. not
due for 1600 more but since we are ascending and moving its not going to hang around here
again ever. We won't be on their radar in that sense. The solar system is being moved into an
eternal energy stream.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19022916
United States
07/03/2012 09:42 AM
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I haven't spent a lot of time watching differences between usgs and emsc there are always some.
Today however after the New Zealand quake they have left off a bunch. Just a quick list, South
Korea, 5.5. Laos 4.8 Turkmenistan5.3
Indonesia 6.5 and Java Indonesia 6.1 Marshall Islands 5.6
Brendan O'Loughlin
User ID: 19051555
Australia
07/03/2012 10:32 AM
Just heard this and checked, significant earthquake, to back you up as well Candace I was told by
fleet the other night about moving into the higher vibration.......cool, yay we get to live forever
always has been one of my goals!
see ya!
MAP
6.2
2012/07/03 10:36:16
-39.963
173.705
236.1
OFF WEST COAST OF THE NORTH ISLAND, N.Z
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19062689
United States
07/03/2012 02:15 PM
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Hmm glp disappeared briefly and I lost my post! Well NASA has continued to fail to realize that
nice coronal hole arrived on June 30, see my post above, then and wind went to 700 or so. Today,
now that the thing is fading visually rapidly they have changed the arrival date to July 4 to5, from
July 2 to 3! [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
You can see the tail end of the coronal storm, these last a few days, here [link to wdc.kugi.kyotou.ac.jp] you can see its ingress going back to June 30 when it came in,, just keep going back one
day.
Brendan O'Loughlin
User ID: 19110056
Australia
07/04/2012 08:41 AM
Very interesting the new coronal hole, current picture shwoing quite a large area of perferated
sunspots.
Chance fro x flares up, but I could feel that coronal strom coming, on an emotional level it seems
to be pulling at old sores and friction areas in peoples pyches great example of the macro and
mcirocosom princple and again in full effect within reality.
Should be interesting to see earth reaction to this, I have a feeling the northen polar regions are
tugging and pulling quite strongly now, as memory serve me well we are not far from polar
reversal, interesting as Kibo brought this up in rcent postings!
This is going to be quite a sight from the ground, last time I witnessed one of these we were in the
pyramids controlling the shift and that was 12500 years ago......
Hows that for a headfuck lol! That was when we came out after the three days of darkness and
unfortunately man had sunk back to what you would call caveman consciousness......then the
pyramids were ransacked and all the equipment ended up in bad hands after we
left.......especially a piece from the record which the reptilians held for many year. My personal
mission took me into this area, where we applied a synthetic peice to help restore the holodek and
to access the file corrupted by the split in consciousness. Many nights we did the work in etheral
form, also many time into the vortecies and time times to heal alot of the rift in the plantes energy
body as well as kicking the darkones out from their conduits into space where they could no
longer launch missions into deep space or access their weapons platforms around the planet and
other planets within this and other solar systems, part and parcel as to why we are celebrating the
end of their charade or shit, because we have control of space around Urantia, and now with the
bases we have earth.
Kind Regards,
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Brendan of Melquizedek.
jingo
User ID: 2996723
United States
07/04/2012 12:47 PM
wow
Peter
User ID: 1539229
Sweden
07/05/2012 03:48 PM
Hi Candace,a CME today, and it seems like it is earthdirected:
[link to iswa.gsfc.nasa.gov:8080]
shadasonic
User ID: 15732022
United States
07/05/2012 03:54 PM

Very interesting that CME's aren't coming from SS 1515, and the ones that are ejected all go
south, something is very unnatural about the stagnation that comes over these spots as they
become earth facing' then on the backside all hell breaks loose?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19198937
United States
07/05/2012 06:44 PM

Very interesting that CME's aren't coming from SS 1515, and the ones that are ejected all go
south, something is very unnatural about the stagnation that comes over these spots as they
become earth facing' then on the backside all hell breaks loose?
Quoting: shadasonic
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fleet often sets off the backside to vent the sun there, for it they did not due stuff like this,
earthlings might already be removed the planet herself in response.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19198937
United States
07/05/2012 06:47 PM

Hi Candace,a CME today, and it seems like it is earthdirected:
[link to iswa.gsfc.nasa.gov:8080]
Quoting: Peter 1539229

that thing is so often wrong, because it doesn't take everything into measure. there was on 2+ utc
that might be earth directed that showed on both a and b and then the one later on not a B. we
shall wait and see
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19262177
United States
07/06/2012 09:43 PM

concerning the NON x flare, it was a large M, I made some posts on page 3 and 4 of this thread.
Thread: Sunspot 1515 just produced a major X1.1 Solar Flare. (Page 3)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19264984
United States
07/06/2012 09:45 PM
[link to www2.nict.go.jp]
Please take a look!
(I started this thread when it looked like the 2nd cme was arriving after that series of x and m
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flares that had CME;s with them. It was not impressive, the 2nd one. I have decided to keep this
thread for my regular notes about what is happening since, and Have renamed it appropriately.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

gg

www.etyh73l.ru
Brendan OLoughlin
User ID: 19284893
Australia
07/07/2012 06:34 AM
Just doing the daily checks of EMSc, looks like we have some plate movement either occourring
or about to occour through the Upper and minor Asia plate, two eartquakes in a bearly a direct line
vertical on the map.
Will be keeping a watch on this as things tend to tug during CMEs.
And yes we do vent alot of the backside of the sun....theres alot of work being done between the
new and the old sun guys, working on its orbital plain and the interaction between the two of them.
Also alot of "sticthing" with beams of sunspots and coronal holes..
Kind Regards,
Brendan....
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 19389133
United States
07/09/2012 04:46 PM

well some of those little cmes I guess are coming since an hour or 2 before 0 utc today, so about
22 hours ago. [link to wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
This one or more CME's are not large as to protons and wind, but they are making significant
ingress into the magnetic field as shown above and here on haarp.
[link to www.haarp.alaska.edu]
the frequent small solar flares are keeping D Rap colorful [link to www.swpc.noaa.gov]
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[link to www.n3kl.org] this is the goes 15 collection of small c flares plus there is an M yesterday.
Proton flux progress from the various M + flares. [link to www.n3kl.org]
well the whole page of goes data. [link to www.n3kl.org] they had auras I guess down into the
northern usa of a, but k5 does not usually so this far south. but it was on tv. who knows. for those
not knowing, the electron flux does not really drop so much during these storms the detecting
equipment doesn't detect so well with so many other particles.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 19620076
United States
13/07/2012 21:16
Hello dear readers of my material. Today is the last day of my paid membership on GLP. I have
stopped supporting 4 other accounts here besides my own, because I cannot financially support
GLP anymore. The main reason is the red thumb system, which is a terrible practice that allows
people to PREY on paid members here, and that is NOT in alignment with God on a GodLike
Forum. Not a good business decision either. Also a small issue with the bending of their own rules
around the Copyright issues. If you have these rules you do not bend them in the manner I have
observed, which has caused really good spiritual material to be disallowed that man needs
desperately. It is however within GLP management to discern what they allow here.
I am not talking about the trash cia new age sites, I am talking about the much revered material
brought to the planet that has gone well past that which Jesus provided. Peter Deunov and
student being an example. I found out some truth on that one recently which was more or less a
final button. I am happy to have had some support from SHR on my material and PJ material.
I have noticed a lot of traffic decrease here, far fewe threads and a loss of several here that are on
my buddy list that find they cannot work here any more. The forum is going downhill. This is sad
but management I think has a few lessons yet to learn.
I am wondrously thankful for the time spent here, and for those in support including 3 mods,
Phenn, MO and SHR. I am happy to have had some support from SHR on AH and PJ material.
I am thankful for the 2 podcasts allowed to me and for 2342 efforts at such. But it is time to move
on now. My own forum is demanding and I have expanded it, and I need to be amongst them
more. I thank all of you here who have been so supportive of my efforts and contributed from

heart to this process.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NIP to Christian: Where Does God Live?
Christian to NIP: In Heaven
NIP to Christian: Where is Heaven?
Christian to NIP: I don't know, its a mystery (and then he/she looks up at the sky)
NIP to Christian: Jesus Told you Where Heaven is, its in your Bible
Christian to NIP: He did?
NIP to Christian: Jesus said Heaven is Within YOU.
Christian to NIP: Oh ya, I sorta remember that, but I don't know what it means.
NIP to Christian: Well God Lives in Heaven right? So If Heaven is Within YOU, then God must
also be Within YOU.
IT"S NOT THAT HARD PEOPLE. Really it isn't.
HELLFIRE IS:
Having Ever Lasting Life Firey Intelligence Reasonating Eternally. Now go earn Hellfire, for you
have BEEN HAD. Its a place you WANT.

NIP: The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and
strive to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing
on Jesus does not cut the mustard. What cuts the mustard is your efforts at knowledge.
AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus
himself. [link to www.abundanthope.net]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Oceano
User ID: 17557740
United States
14/07/2012 02:33
Thank you!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 19620076
United States
15/07/2012 03:14
Re: Nip's solar/quake thread
strange cme today. not many protons but a lot of speed.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/08/2012 10:11 PM
My Dearly Beloved Children of the Light,
I AM Papa Source as you like to call me.

It pleases me greatly to address you so close to the unification of your Beloved Planet whom you
and My Creator Son Michael of Nebadon call Mother Earth, to the rest of the Galaxy. What was
not possible before, much to our regret, is changing as we speak. Powerful lessons have been
learned by THOSE WHO KNOW and a basis for much stronger and efficient leadership in the
cycles ahead have been accomplished. In perfect cooperation and union with Me, Your Sovereign
has taken his daring plan and allowed it to unfold against all odds.
If He has taught you anything, it is not to look at the odds, but to stay the course in rock solid
knowledge and trust that Light will never be overcome due to its Essence, being the Building
Stones of Everything. Appearances otherwise are but that, illusions and appearances and My
Creator Son Christ Michael of Nebadon understood that perfectly well, and never waived nor
stepped back.
The results already show, even though you are still '' waiting '' , I have no idea why, as Life must
be LIVED and LIVING through the Supreme Intelligent Power is experiencing everything to the
fullest, in alignment with THE WAY, THE TRUTH AND THE ETERNAL LIFE, remember ?
Be overjoyed you who are reading this text, what means you are in the knowing and on the path
up and onwards, unless you are only reading to find holes in what I say and use it to your own
advantage. To you I say : To no avail, My Child, have you tried all this time. To you I say again :
To no avail, My Child, will you succeed ever again in finding fault in what is the Way, The Truth
and Eternal Life.
So why keep running uphill, and fighting against My Creator Son when you already know, YOU
ARE GOING NOWHERE, EXCEPT WHERE HE ALLOWS YOU TO GO. The dice have been
rolled in vain, since Light does not work by chance. We gamble not, My Child. We Create and
allow to Co-Create those who choose freely to work with Us, as they look forward and keep in
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mind it is not just about themselves, but about the Well Being of others, what keeps everything
going and growing. Not the selfish way you walked.
Elas, WE CARRY ON, WE SAIL INTO THE SUNSET, AND SETTING THE SUN SHALL DO IN A
MOST PECULIAR WAY, so that ALL can see and know, not your path but OUR WAY IT WILL BE.
Many messengers have explained, time after time, what plans are unfolding, what decisions have
been made, what our Love and Light is doing to make work again, what you prevented by all
means, but no means strong enough to change what is ETERNAL AND INFINITE.
These I would like to be the very last of my thoughts before all TRANSFORMS and turns for the
Better, for the Light, for the Love, for the Truth, for the many New Universes that are awaiting to
be CO-CREATED AND LIVED AND ENJOYED :
I LOVE YOU ALL, SO DOES MY SON CHRIST MICHAEL OF NEBADON THROUGH ME AND
THROUGH YOU, COME REST AT MY BOSOM WHEN YOU MAKE YOUR WAY UP AND
ONWARDS. I CARE TO SEE YOU FROM HENCE YOU WENT FORTH, AS I WELCOME YOU
BACK HOME. NOTHING PLEASES ME MORE. THE HOUR HAS PASSED, SO YOU ARE ON
BORROWED TIME. NEVER TOO LATE, BUT WHAT MUST BE, MUST BE NOW AND ON THE
EVE OF HIS SECOND COMING BEWARE AND BE SURE WHERE YOU STAND. THERE IS NO
ESCAPE, NO PLACE TO HIDE NOR RUN FOR THE HEAVENLY REALM KNOWS ALL INSIDE
OUT AS WE ARE ALL INSIDE OUT, BUT THROUGH LOVE AND LIGHT AND TRUTH.
Let my Son Christ Michael now call forth the hour for all to see and know. May you find Many
Blessings on your journey in accordance with what you rightfully deserve as We Love you Above
and Beyond. So Be It.
Papa Source, I AM.
Love and Light,
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 24358110
United States
10/08/2012 10:33 PM
thanks for posting Johans piece
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/08/2012 10:40 PM

thanks for posting Johans piece
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 24358110
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FC
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/17/2012 08:15 PM
Hi folks,
I know its been a while since I last posted anything anywhere, especially any meditation reports.
There is a good reason for that; the need for me to work out some very heavily unresolved
emotional issues from my past As my guide Laoshi put it: "You cant seriously expect to convince anyone to have a bath when
you yourself stink like a Tibetan yak, can you?!"
He has a lovely way with words, my Laoshi does.....Good point he's got there! Anyway, all is a lot
better now, and so Im back.
I had asked Mama Maria a couple of weeks ago, due to one of my many pangs of impatience,
about the 3DD. She had told me this:
"Do not ask IF its going to happen. Ask what YOU will do WHEN it happens. Are YOU ready for
it? If you say you are, then you certainly are NOT. Ask yourself: when you are about to sit for an
exam, can you truly say that you are perfectly ready for it? No. One can only keep on maintaining
the process of readiness as much as possible until the event occurs.
Realise this. The event is occurring as we speak; and when it does happen, even the most
knowledgeable of the so-called "Lightworkers" will not know how to act IF they have not worked
out their spiritual and other issues from this present lifetime. Many people will have to assess if
they have been just idling time away waiting for events to occur - yes, one MAY look at this as an
indirect form of service to self - or if they have been helping others in some manner to alleviate
suffering and pain; being of service to others in some way or form. You will see when the time
comes, that quite a few of the former will have to face a judgement of their own making - of their
errant thoughts and actions, against themselves, by themselves - and they will also have to
account for having mislead many who should have been rightly guided by them."
At that time, when I asked if I should put this on the site, she told me not to do this. She said that
this was because those who were going to listen were already hooked up to their Higher selves
and were busy preparing themselves by assisting those who came their way in whatever capacity
was needed of them. Others, who were not going to listen, would not bother with the material
anyway, and carry on doing as they have been doing. These would to be awakened by their own
Higher Selves, guides and angelic guardians when the time was right.
I am assured by her today that it is the right time to put that message up. So, I am including it
here.
OK. This morning, I was just finishing my meditation as per CM's latest directive, when Mama
Maria came to speak to me. When we had finished talking - and most of it was either personal
stuff or that to do with my spiritual path - I told her my intention of resuming my postings on the AH
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forum website. I asked her if there was anything wanted me to put there. She affirmed that there
was. Please - like I usually say - use your spiritual discernment. Take what resonates, leave what
does not. Anyway, this is what was said to me:
"My dearest children, I have warned many on this planet, for many years, about this time of
darkness. Yet, many have refused to listen. Some have listened, but not heard. Only a very
handful have truly believed. Now, I say to you: Be aware, now. Be vigilant, now. Now is the time to
assume responsibility; to be a anchor for the passengers on a ship in the middle of this awaited
maelstrom. The storm will be felt to be terrible, even though it will rage on in both darkness and
light; for the predicted three days and longer. In this darkness, it will seem as if there is no horizon
on which to fix one's gaze.
In this darkness, too, one will not be able to make out who is friend nor who is foe, who is family
and who is stranger. For many, it will be a testing "night of the Soul"; a time when they are being
forced to evaluate the validity of all that they have held dear for such a long time. It has already
started, my children. This is why all around you many are unable to function as they once used to
and are acting irrationally and totally "out of character". I say to you all: Look inwards. Look
deeply. Be at one with your I AM. Attune to He who you call Christ Michael, the One who is as
your Father. You will be guided at this time by Him, by your spiritual guides and your guardians.
Less words. More action. That is what is needed. That is what is been commanded by the Father
Creator, the Source of All. That is what is being done by your beloved Christ Michael.
So, my dearest children, lift your spirits. Let happiness shine out of your souls in this coming
darkness. Be the beacon of Divine Light that you are. Let your smiles decorate the unveiling of the
"New" Earth with Divine Love and Light! We will all meet again, aboard our vehicle, which you
should know quite well by now - even if you do not consciously remember it. My Love will remain
with you all no matter where you decide to go after this event is through."
Well, as for the meditation report: I received no visuals. Just a sense of unbounded happiness,
overwhelming love and joy emanating from Mama Gaia. Apart from this, there is currently nothing
more to report.
See you all soon.
Love and Light,
T

Candace: Beloveds, just to update a bit, those watching the sun should be noticing something.
Some of us here have friends noticing the sun but with no clue as to why its not so bright. I can
now gaze it for a short time at high noon without any pain or eye protection, its dulled that much
but I still don't want to gaze for a long period. Takes about only 5 seconds for me to discern the
disk (not the craft) now. We have completely clear sky above right now, no chemtrails, no haze,
and its NOT as bright and sunny as it should be, the feel is sort of like the sun being behind thin
clouds. It is as I post this, 1 hour or less from solar noon.

[link to abundanthope.net]
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This is an AH telepath piece. It may be posted anywhere freely but may not be modified in any
way and the Linky back must be included. If you cannot post it in its entirety, be sure to state that,
and again, put the linky back to here. The Linky IS above.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/20/2012 12:02 AM
BROADCAST CH1.3
Posted on October 18, 2012
WE
were going to say
please
but now ask you to remember what
YOU
mean
when
YOU
say
‘please’
and saying that WE strongly suggest….
doesn’t seem to matter to you
so
let US put this
in more colloquial terms………
SIGN THE FUCKING PAPERS!!!!
IT’S NOT LIKE WE’RE TELLING YOU TO SIGN IN BLOOD
THOUGH YOU SEEM TO BE USED TO THAT
AND ACTUALLY LIKE DOING IT
WHEN IT COMES TO
OTHER THINGS
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SO
SIGN
NOW
IF YOU DO NOT SIGN
WE WILL BLOODLESSLY TAKE YOU
AND DEAL WITH YOU THAT MUCH SOONER
AND HARSHER
WE MIGHT ADD
AND FIND SOMEONE WHO WILL SIGN
AND IF NONE OF YOU ASSHOLES ARE WILLING
BE ADVISED
WE REALLY DON’T NEED YOU TO SIGN ANYTHING
TO GET THE JOB DONE
AND WOULD ACTUALLY LIKE
TO SKIP THIS PART
AND GET RIGHT TO IT…..

THIS WAS FOR YOUR SAKE
NOT OURS
IF YOU CANNOT APPRECIATE THAT
THEN GET OUT OF THE WAY
OF YOUR OWN FREEWILL AND ACCORD
OR LOSE BOTH
AND BE REMOVED FROM THE PICTURE AND PLAY
OR THE BOARD
OR THE ROOM
OR THE PLANET
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OR THE UNIVERSE
WE WILL STAY ON OUR SCHEDULE
NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO
OR HOW YOU TRY TO STALL
WITH THIS ENDLESS BALLYHOO
OF WORDS IN CONJECTURE
AND CROCODILE TEARS…..
you do understand
don’t you
that it is no longer up to you anymore
even in perception
the choice is no longer yours to make
only the act to do
which is for your benefit….
in the words of our friend…….
YOU HAVE UNTIL YESTERDAY TO COMPLY.

All writings by members of AbundantHope are copyrighted by
©2005-2012 AbundantHope - All rights reserved
Detailed explanation of AbundantHope's Copyrights are found here
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/21/2012 10:52 PM
Oct 21, 2012 - Those "Papers"
Beloved Readers of AH, and those other ones of interest, the most important of those we needed
to sign the "fucking Papers already," did so, and we proceed with the next step. That is all for now.
Michael of Nebadon.
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
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United States
10/22/2012 11:40 PM
PREPARE FOR DIVINE IGNITION
Seraphin through Rosie, 22nd October 2012
Dearest Children of Light: HOW ARE YOU GOING TO ADJUST TO THE GREATEST LIGHT OF
ALL, WHICH IS THE DIVINE SPARK IN YOURSELVES?
We wonder whether you are ready for the DIVINE IGNITION, for the rapid take-off into new
realms, locations and responsibilities, liasing with strangers and beings you have never seen
before, discussing concepts beyond your wildest dreams and imagination. How ready are you to
LEAVE EVERYTHING BEHIND (SO THAT YOU CAN GAIN ALL), to clear your minds of all
rubble, of past hurts and of misconceptions, of supposed injuries and of lost opportunities, for you
will see that they have all led perfectly to this moment.
How ready are you to expand your perspectives, to see each other AND YOURSELVES as
perfect vessels for the conveyance of the perfect message, which is YOUR GOD IS HERE
WITHIN YOU AND WITHOUT YOU. How prepared are you to act as an inspiration to multitudes?
How quickly can you react to address a problem, or redirect a situation so that it is IN DIVINE
ALIGNMENT?
As warriors of light your shields must be strong. Your swords are your strength and determination,
tempered by the compassion of your heart. Is your WISDOM ready to shine? Are you KING over
your emotions? Do you rest in a place of calm and confident stillness?
We will support you, but you must enter the fray alone, armed with your devotion, your concern,
your love for your fellow man. Do not linger or hesitate due to thoughts of unworthiness or how
you may appear to others, but LIVE YOUR TRUTH. ACT IN A WAY WHICH EVOKES RESPECT.
WALK IN LOVE.
For the path which YOU, inhabitants of beloved planet earth, are about to embark upon AND
INDEED INITIATE, is not easy. You will require courage and determination. You will have to deal
with losses and focus your gaze on the horizon, knowing that your contribution is significant for
the birth of a new genre of life here on earth, and knowing that you have chosen this path FOR
THE GLORY OF THIS PATH.
We say PREPARE IN ALL SERIOUSNESS, for today and every day, so that you can better serve
and better enjoy the sweetness of serving.
Again we say PREPARE,
We love you, Seraphin.
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
[link to abundanthope.net]
For more messages from Seraphin in English and in other languages see [link to www.rosiejackson.de]
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/23/2012 11:28 PM
Oct 23, 2012 - That One----The ONE Signed today. I am in Joy.
Michael of Nebadon.

[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/24/2012 11:05 PM
(Started 10 October)
SELF-RELIANCE
Tonight there are several things to discuss. The first I would like to address is the question of selfreliance. This is the state of relying upon one’s inner Self and compass for guidance. In the
coming days, working with self-reliance will be crucial and is most definitely a prerequisite to your
success.
How do you know when you are in a state of self-reliance? The voices, thoughts, opinions and
even objections of others are all filtered through your own inner self first. And before you formulate
your response and your own opinion on a matter or situation. Then you will know exactly what
feels right to you and be able to accurately express this. Once you are able to do this, you will be
in a greatly clarified position. And one which is easily able to detect manipulations – the subtle and
overt varieties – in your world. It is up to each one of you reading these words to work on
achieving this very important state of being. It is a passport, if you like, to raising your
consciousness. For your world has been so shrouded for so long in mire and darkness that the
truth of all things, including yourselves, is that far removed from you.
ENERGETIC STABILITY WITHIN
Now, I would like to move on to the issue of energetic stability within. What do I mean when I say
this? Energetic stability is the manner and means in which you are able to access higher
dimensions, yourselves and be in a position to properly discern the world around you. And yes, it
is much interlinked with the above on self-relliance.
Everything is connected with everything else – this you know. But if we, for the sake of this writing,
look at energetic stability separately, we would see it as a means of achieving through being
anchored in your own personal field. And how do you achieve such?
One of the ways to do this is by becoming increasingly aware of the emanations of others, your
world and mostly, yourselves. By emanations, I mean the emotional and psychic frequency of
others. The idea being that you will then learn to separate yourselves from their emanations. For
many find themselves unknowingly succumbing to that which does not belong to them. Thus
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leading to all sorts of jarring in the field. In turn, this becomes a major cause of energetic instability
in you ones. And, it is spread, like some contagion, with great consistency.
Being energetically stable is being properly and truly anchored to your own bodies and the earth.
Many try to achieve this by the external practice of a ritual, expecting this alone will produce the
same results. It will not, as energetic stability cannot be got under control by the discipline of the
mind and will alone, but by a process of engaging all of yourself and your awareness in the task.
19 October (cont…)
SCRUTINY
Next I wish to address the question of scrutiny. Let us look at this topic now. Scrutiny is not
something many on your surface world desire. It is perceived often as being something one
should turn away from. As if the very results it brings may frighten the enquirer into a stupefaction.
Or worse. Force the enquirer into a new state of awareness from which there may be no return.
Therefore, to the average person on your planet, holding anything (subject or issue) up to the light
of scrutiny is not a comfortable concept.
Yet, in order for the soul to progress and development within the form to be made, scrutiny of both
one’s external world and one’s interior one are essential to this kind of development. How are we
then to break through such barriers and make the subject of scrutiny one which is more palatable
to ourselves and the masses?
Indeed. What those who are desirous of progress ought to do is to first get to a comfortable level
with the very things that bring you some level of discomfort. As soon as you feel the discomfort,
the alarm bells that will ring as a defence mechanism will be an indication your are travelling on
the right road. Getting comfortable and relaxed around scrutinizing subjects or issues, or indeed
oneself, is a process – not any kind of overnight success story. As with the growing of all aspects
of consciousness.
Once you have broken the barrier of making the first tentative steps towards familiarity with
scrutinizing something and exercising your mind muscle, as it were, you will have cracked through
an important aspect of the Self; welcomed in a portion of it. And in so doing, invite more
opportunities in for further scrutiny. You will have succeeded in breaking through the fear that has
locked the ability to scrutinize away from yourselves.
HIGHER SELF NON-COMPLIANCE/ALIGNMENT
Next I would like to address the issue of non-compliance with the Higher Self. Now, here we have
a dichotomy. On the one hand, the state of non-compliance is one which results in being out of
alignment with your Higher Selves wishes for the life. On the other, we have very much the
universal law of free will allowing exactly such on this free will planet, which is respected and
honoured at all times. The dichotomy rests in the fact that while you are here to enjoy a free will
experience, your objective is to also do the will of your Higher Self in order for the progress of
yourselves at the eternal level.
So this is something of a conundrum and the reason why so many wished for the earth
experience in the first place. There is no greater school in the universe. This is known far and
wide.
In order to obtain the maximum out of both in the most constructive manner, it is necessary to
constantly be evaluating where you are and who you are. Neither of which most of your population
are inspired to do. In fact, this couldn’t be further from the minds of most.
So what is the solution to providing this balance for yourselves?
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You could start by testing yourselves daily to see if you are on the ‘right’ path. But being on the
‘right’ path first denotes that there is more than one path possibility in your internal and external
lives and that you do have a choice as to which road you go down.
Not unlike choosing which ice cream flavours at a parlour you may wish to taste. Each has its own
unique flavour, but perhaps certain ingredients or flavours in some will agree more or less with
your physiology than others.
The easiest way, then, to discern and find balance in this conundrum is to ask for guidance from
your Higher Self and then to LISTEN and take ACTION when the opportunities subsequently
presents. This is the difficult part for most that eludes many. This could be anything from a simple
(or not so simple) changing of a mental attitude and making a new inner choice to a decision that
is more obvious as a change in the life. The subtlety of the workings of all this in a very base world
like yours is an enormous challenge.
You can muscle test these for answers, work with a pendulum or other secure means if you feel
less assured of your ability to discern within and hear your inner voice clearly on such matters.
I AM Monjoronson wishing you well in your preparations and regarding you all most highly.
www.goldsalchemy.blogspot.com

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/26/2012 12:43 AM
UNIFIED GROUP MESSAGE FROM FLEET

This is a message from the whole fleet as one.

The time is arriving that the dark has dreaded and that you and we, together, have not just hoped
for, but have worked long and hard to achieve. During the course of time between what was and
what will be, will be given to you three days of an opportunity to come to the final decision's of
your lives.
To serve the will of The One, alone and as it is manifest in His Michael Sons and the Lords of the
superuniverses, is the worthiest endeavor that any faith child of Creator Source can undertake.
The path to perfection is fraught with delights and terrors that all together, in the end=moment that
you stand on the verge of fulfilling your goal, gains you the ultimate and supreme appreciation of
the mind of the Paradise Father in the preparation that He has so meticulously laid out for each
and every individual free-will, ascending, intelligent faith child of the realm of time and space. We
all have our own unique paths to perfection that is just as different as our personalities are from
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each other, yet we learn to come together as one in the cause of supreme family to aid and assist
each other for the sake of each in love and devotion to the One that created and creates all things
through Himself and shares of His Self with all that all may return to Him in perfection as creatures
of eternal and infinite light, life and love.
The discipline of true liberty is the freedom that we all seek that must be earned in order to fully
comprehend and agree with and in The Fathers Will, is not always easy nor so full of hardship that
it becomes unendurable. The fear of God is the beginning of wisdom, but the love of God is the
active wisdom that evolves from knowledgeable use. That knowledge can only come from
knowing one’s self and knowing God and find them both in each other. It is in the actualization of
the inherent values found in that, which automatically binds and bonds all things together as one
in The One so that we may not only truthfully say, but truthfully live in being each other, with each
other, for the sake of each other.
You have a saying…all for one and one for all, and this is truly our way of life in the Father and
Source of all things as He is The One, as He is One, so say we all: All for One and One for All!
It is in this spirit of shared love and devotion that we prepare to meet and be reunited with all of
you, that we may reconnect and share the God in all of us as one. We ask that you look forward to
meeting us with the same love, peace and joy that we have as we look forward to meeting you.
Much is about to change on your world. Your freedom and abundance and true knowledge are at
hand. Give thanks and praise to Creator Source, The Paradise Trinity, Lord Siraya, and Christ
Michael Aton for all that has been done and is being done and will be done; and for all that has
been given, is being given and will be given, in experience.it is all God. IT IS GOD! There is no
other thing existing and IT is what we are and we are all part of What IT Is.
Behold! A new and greater life of understanding is upon you! Be in Joy and be one in joy!
We are you family in the great adventure of Life in God…..and soon, we shall embrace each
other, face to face, in love and light, as together, we shall now journey forward and upwards to our
promised perfection!
[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
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